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Former prof, renews controversy 
by Chuck Soder 
THE  BC NEWS 
A former University professor 
fought against leaching political 
correctness as he patrolled the 
University Seal near Williams 
Hall Monday morning. 
Robert Zeller left his job as 
professor of sociology last year 
after he felt he was denied his 
right to start a class called 
"Political Correctness: 
Totalitarianism American Style." 
He now teaches the course 
online at 
yorktownuniversity.com. 
Because he cannot teach the 
course here, he sent its message 
by handing flyers to passing stu- 
dents and decorating the Seal 
with three signs condemning 
feminism, multicultural courses 
and affirmative action. 
"(University faculty) want you 
to leave with a particular political 
model in mind," Zeller said. 
Zeller said he surveyed his stu- 
dents when he was a professor 
here, and found that 80 percent 
said they would write a pro- 
choice argument if asked to write 
an essay on abortion, although 
only half admitted they were 
pro-choice. 
Many students do not voice 
their actual opinions on sensitive 
topics for fear that political 
incorrectness will hurt their 
grades, Zeller said. 
Zeller made a list of 138 sen- 
tences he believes students 
would be to afraid to say in class- 
es such as women's studies and 
ethnic studies. 
The list of phrases included 
"Married couples are better at 
raising children than lesbians," 
"Cancer is a disease, alcoholism 
is not" and "Affirmative Action 
equals Jim Crow." 
"Do I agree with all the (138) 
statements? No," Zeller said. "But 
do I think a student should feel 
free to say them? You bet." 
Gary Lee, chair of the sociolo- 
gy department, said he doubts 
the reliability of many of Zeller's 
surveys, as he often uses his own 
students. Lee said Zeller's stu- 
dents could feel pressured to 
respond the way he wants them 
to. 
"He is difficult to disagree 
with," Lee said. 
However, Lee and several 
other members of the sociology 
department did disagree with 
Zeller when they rejected his 
course. 
Zeller said faculty were afraid 
ZELLER, PAGE 9 
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PLAYING WITH POLITICS: Richard Zeller, a former sociology professor at the U., distributed flyers to 
students yesterday protesting the U.'s denial of his "politically correct" class a year ago. According to 
the dean of sociology, Gary Lee, Zeller's class proposal dealt with only one side of a very controversial 
subject. 
PREPARING FOR HOMECOMING Ballot 
issues 
crucial 
by Sarah Ionian 
THE BC HEWS 
The Undergraduate Student 
Government heard a plea for 
help at last night's meeting—the 
first of the semester. 
Sarah Tomashefski, 1st Ward 
Representative for City Council, 
and Rodney Fleming, attorney 
for Student Legal Services, asked 
the representatives of USG to use 
their leadership influence to 
encourage students to register to 
vote by Oct. 9. 
Fleming is working with 
Tomashefski to encourage stu- 
dents to vote against the measure 
on the November ballot that 
would take away the students' 
representation on the city coun- 
cil 
If the measure passes, then the 
ward distribution would be 
changed and the council would 
consist solely of at-large repre- 
USG. PAGE 9 
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PRACTICE MAKES FASHION LOOK GOOD: Members ot the Black Student Union practice in Olscamp Hall last night for the second annual fashion show which will be held 
during Homecoming, Oct. 2, in Olscamp 101A. BSU is also planning a Cabaret that Friday in the Chapman Learning Center. 
GRE test format to change for class of 2003 
by Rachel Womelsduft 
UWItE 
HILLSDALE, Mich. — Heading 
to graduate school? 
You may be interested to find 
some changes in the require- 
ments for the General Record 
Exam (GRE). Beginning in 
October 2002, the exam will 
include an analytical writing sec- 
tion. 
The new part — identical to 
the stand-alone test called the 
Writing Assessment — will 
replace the current analytical 
measure of the GRE 
Tom Rochon, executive direc- 
tor of the GRE program, recog- 
nizes that this change severely 
interrupts the admissions 
departments of graduate schools 
and the students themselves. But 
he assures the matter was not 
taken lightly and was approved 
by the GRE board in its meeting 
in June. 
In fact, according to the GRE 
Web site, many graduate deans 
and administrators agreed writ- 
ing is definitely a skill worthy of 
assessment. 
The new segment will have 
two parts. One 45-minute 
"Present Your Perspective on an 
Issue" section will examine an 
applicant's skill at supporting an 
argument and an opinion with 
clear evidence and poignant 
examples. A 30-minute "Analyze 
an Argument" section will pose 
the challenge of critiquing some- 
one else's argument based on its 
logic. Both preparing and analyz- 
ing arguments are critical skills 
required by most graduate fields, 
said Rochon. 
Response among students has 
been mixed. 
"1 don't think (the writing sec- 
tion) should replace the current 
analytical section," Hillsdale 
College junior Ana Pavasovic 
said. "It might be a good addition, 
but not a replacement. 1 really 
liked the analytical section." 
Others, like junior Beth 
Schienke, agree with the new 
testing format, and won't mind a 
respite from the otherwise static 
multiple-choice questions. 
"Making educated arguments 
is good practice for a career," 
junior Beth Schienke said. 
"Writing is a practical way to test 
someone's ability." 
The verbal section of the exam 
will be scored on the existing 200- 
800 point scale as will the quanti- 
tative section. Trained readers 
skilled in the teaching of writing 
will score the analytical writing 
portion on a six-point scale with 
half-point increments. If the 
readers' scores vary by more than 
one point, a third reader will join 
the process to prevent discrepan- 
cies. 
The members of the GRE 
board and those in the commu- 
nity of higher education say this 
addition to the exam will increase 
GRE WILL CHANGE IN 2002 
The GRE Program announced a major change in the structure ot the 
General Test, which is taken by applicants to master's and doctoral 
programs in the arts, humanities, sciences and engineering. As of 
Oct. 1, 2002, the following scores will be reported on the new test: 
a verbal score reported on the existing 200 to 800 verbal 
score scale 
a quantitative score reported on the existing 200 to 800 
quantitative score scale 
an analytical writing score reported on existing one to six 
Writing Assessment score scale, with half-point increments 
Source www gre Ofg 
its validity and breadth. 
"|The test) is a more broadly 
based assessment that allows 
students from a wide range of 
backgrounds to demonstrate 
their abilities," Rochon said. 
Current juniors and all stu- 
dents following them will be sub- 
tle. L Broum BGNern 
ject to this alteration. Materials 
for preparation will be available 
to students by request on Sept 1. 
All inquiries should be directed to 
Tom Rochon via the GRE Web 
site. 
For more information about 
the GRE, visit www.gre.org. 
Nevada 
CC official 
resigns 
after slur 
biEricLtake 
U-WIIE 
LAS VEGAS — A top adminis- 
trator at the Community College 
of Southern Nevada resigned 
August 31 following reports that 
he called a prospective student 
by a racial slur. 
Associate Vice President of 
Athletics and Development Mike 
Meyer was speaking to CCSN 
lobbyist and professor John 
Cummings outside Cummings' 
office at the West Charleston 
campus as Cummings left to 
meet Zelda Williams and advise 
her on classes Aug. 17. 
"1 walked out, stood in the hall- 
way — I could see her sitting on 
my couch," Cummings said. 
"Before 1 could say a word 
(Meyer] said, 'Well, don't worry 
about it. She's a n""* and n"""s 
are always late'" 
Zelda Williams is married to 
RESIGNATION, PAGE 9 
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RELATIONSHIP REALITIES 
What are the biggest relationship risks for women? 
How can men use their strength to create healthy rela- 
tionships? when is it time to let go of a relationship? 
Get the answers to these and other important relation- 
ship questions from the Transformation Project staff 
today at the Women's Center in 108 Hanna Hall from 1 
to 3 pm.  
www.bgnews.com/campus 
CA M PUS 
Universities criticize 
'Best Colleges' index 
by Rachel Beard 
u-WIRE 
BOSTON — If one were to 
reference the new U.S. News and 
World Report "America's Best 
', Colleges" index, a high schooler 
■ looking to apply to the number 
one college in the nation this year 
would seek acceptance at 
Princeton University. 
For those willing to settle for 
less than top 50, Boston 
I Iniversity may be the place to be. 
BU once again failed to make 
the Report's list of Top 50 
American colleges and universi- 
ties this year, instead finding 
placement alongside 77 other 
schools in Tier 2, the unnum- 
bered level just beneath the 
selected elite schools. 
"I came to BU with the sense 
that we're a really good school," 
said School of Education sopho- 
more Casey Murphy. "It was a 
shock to me that we're not on the 
Top 50 list." 
Regardless of their rank, BU 
students may yet have reason to 
boast of their school. 
According to statements made 
in a recent Washington Post arti- 
cle by Amy Graham, the U.S. 
News and World Report's former 
director of data research, the 
magazine's rankings are utterly 
irrelevant. 
In the article, Graham claimed 
the magazine's approach to rank- 
ing schools is biased and fails to 
address the bottom line — stu- 
dent learning. 
Graham said current methods 
used by the magazine, including 
comparing faculty salaries (7 per- 
cent of a school's score) and hav- 
ing university deans and presi- 
dents rank other schools (25 per- 
cent), are poor indicators of the 
amount of learning that goes on 
at a college. 
Rather, she suggested survey- 
ing college students and evaluat- 
ing the number of hours students 
spend engaged with faculty in 
place of test scores. 
"I'm not going to get into an 
argument with the Washington 
Post," says Richard Folkers, direc- 
tor of Media Relations at U.S. 
News and World Report. "There 
were a lot of valid points in that 
article. The problem is that the 
alternatives suggested do not 
cover all college campuses." 
Graham added that top- 
ranked schools are ones the pub- 
lic expects to see, as well as ones 
where magazine editors received 
their degrees. 
Said Folkers, "I'm not even 
going to dignify favoring where 
editors got their degrees with a 
response." 
The magazine judges under- 
graduate schools in seven general 
categories: academic reputation, 
retention, faculty resources, stu- 
dent selectivity, financial 
resources, alumni giving and 
graduation rate performance. 
These categories are broken into 
16 sub-categories, including 
SAT/ACT scores and average 
class size, with each category 
weighted. 
Harvard University, which tied 
Yale University for second place, 
said it is indifferent to such rank- 
ings. 
"We don't have an opinion 
when the reports come out, no 
matter where Harvard falls on the 
list," said Rebecca Rowlands, 
associate director of the News 
and Public Affairs Office at 
Harvard. 
The Report's Web site tells stu- 
dents that "researching the intan- 
gibles and mulling over your own 
needs are very important aspects 
of the process of choosing a col- 
lege" and to "use the rankings as 
one tool to select and compare 
schools." 
"We don't feel that students 
should pick a school based on a 
ranking," Folkers said. "You 
should pick a school that is right 
for you." 
Folkers said he isn't worried 
that students will let the rankings 
drive their decision making. 
"Students are pretty smart 
about this," he said. "They're con- 
templating what goes into the 
rankings." 
Even Princeton officials dis- 
suade applicants from focusing 
too much on the rankings. 
"We hope that people are 
choosing Princeton because 
they've determined that this is the 
place that suits their needs, not 
because of any rankings system," 
said Maryland Marks, media rela- 
tions manager at Princeton. "We 
appreciate the recognition but do 
share concerns about the 
methodology involved." 
Students social class 
affects ed. financing 
by Sean Weaver 
U-WIBf. 
DENVER — Several years 
before he attended college, 
Metropolitan State College of 
Denver student Bill Magette 
knew what he wanted to do. 
"I told myself I would be 
teaching by the time 1 was 40," 
said the 39-year-old history 
major. "I'm almost there." 
Like many students around 
the country, Magette funds his 
goals with the help of student 
loans and other forms of finan- 
cial aid. 
"I've been living off (loans) 
for the last four years," Magette 
said. "I live alone and support 
myself. I'm almost 40. 1 can't 
lean on Mom and Dad." 
Magette said he has nearly 
$25,000 in Stafford and Perkins 
loans in addition to a work 
study in Metro's History 
Department. 
"I do take outside jobs," he 
said. "I could make a living, but 
I wouldn't have the time for 
school and I couldn't make 
enough money to go to school." 
Metro student Nico Baker, 
20, also takes out Stafford Loans 
and uses work study money 
from his 25 hours a week at 
Metro's Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 
Trans Student Services to fund 
his education. 
Unlike Magette, Baker 
receives financial help from his 
family, whom he describes as 
middle class. 
"I have some money from 
my parents to help for school, 
but I didn't want to use it all," 
Baker said. "Not all the loan is 
going to tuition. I have a little 
left over I might be using to take 
a workshop." 
According to a report 
released last month from the 
Center for Elucalion Statistics, 
middle income and lower 
income studcits tend to enroll 
in similar piiied universities 
and colleges, aie just as likely to 
use financial aid, and tend to 
borrow the same amount to 
fund their education. The 
report defined middle income 
as yearly earnings between 
$35,000 and $69,999. 
"A lot of time middle income 
students might borrow more 
than lower income because 
lower income students are 
reluctant to take loans out," 
said Cindy Hejl, Metro's director 
of financial aid. "They're scared 
of having a loan debt." 
During the 1999-2000 school 
year, 8,797 Metro students used 
$33,305,441 in financial aid, 
Hejl said. 
"Middle income people have 
some credit history and they're 
used to financing large items 
like cars or houses," Magette 
said. 
Metro determines eligibility 
for financial aid using federal, 
state and college guidelines. 
The Office of Financial Aid 
determines the expected cost 
of attending Metro and calcu- 
lates a student budget The fed- 
eral government calculates eli- 
gibility for the Federal Pell 
Grant and determines the 
amount of your expected fami- 
ly contribution. Between 40 
and 50 percent of Metro stu- 
dents are eligible for financial 
aid, according to Metro spokes- 
woman Debbie Thomas. 
Metro history professor 
Charles Angeletti said students 
who borrow too much to pay 
for college can find themselves 
in trouble later. 
"We're molding the middle 
class to where they're forced 
into the system or pay the con- 
sequences," Angeletti said. "In 
America there's no worse con- 
sequence than being in debt. 
"I think there's a commonali- 
ty of interests that have come 
together, and these folks have 
figured out that things can be 
done to tie American college 
students into the system. A 
small group can sit on high and 
watch the ants try to figure out 
the maze and figure out what 
their role is going to be." 
"Other countries aren't doing 
this, not to the extent we are," 
he said. "Only in American edu- 
cation have we figured out we 
can use education as a form of 
social control, just as we use 
prisons as a form of social con- 
trol, just as we use religion as a 
form of social control." 
The study also found of the 
65 percent of middle income 
students who receive financial 
aid, more than half still have 
financial need. 
Psycho 
Wednesday 
September 12 
7:30 PM 
FREE! FREE! FREE! 
All Films are presented by UAO and will be 
shown at the Gish Film Theater in Hanna Hall. 
RUSH 
Pi Kappa Phi 
(old fraternity row) 
Tues.. Wed. & Thurs.: 6:30 - 9 p.m. 
Win a FREE ticket on 
UNITED 
Anywhere in the continental U.S.! 
Drawing on Thursday. September 13.  Winner must be present. 
THink YoU ArE 
In your cellar there are three 
light switches in the OFF posi- 
tion.Each switch controls 1 of 3 
light bulbs on floor above. You 
may move any of the switches 
but you may only go upstairs to 
inspect the bulbs one time. 
How can you determine the 
switch for each bulb with one 
inspection?? 
C UOUMS Aq panojluco « Oinq BOO 
put wun aul   z ipliMS <q PWWUOO 
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Find It In 
The BG News! 
Build your future with us! 
Nursing Management 
Memorial Hospital, Fremont, currently seeks 
candidates for the following management positions. 
Director, Special Care Unit 
Ovenee operation* of Critical Care (ICU) department.  Qualified Candidate will have at 
a minimum. Lie ensure as a Registered Nurse in the State of Ohio and 4 to 6 yean Nursing 
experience.  Previous management experience highly desired.  PALS and ACLS certifications 
required within 90 days of hire.  Bachelor degree required.  CCRN highly desired. 
Resource Coordinator 
Full-time and part-time positions.  Primarily 6:30 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. 
Responsible for the supervision of services provided on afternoon/mid- 
night shift- Oversees allocation including, but not limited to personnel, 
equipment and supplies. 
Graduate of an accredited school of nursing. Bachelor degree required 
(BSN preferred). Current Registered Nurse license issued by the State 
of Ohio; BLS and ACLS required.  Demonstrated leadership ability. r _ * 
Sign-on bo ailabU sip to $4,000 for exptrienctd candidates. 
We offer a competitive wage and benefit package, including a 403b 
Contributory Retitement Plan. For mote information, please contact 
Batbaia Ungan, Chief Patient Services Officer at (419) 332-7321 ext. 
3470, fax: (419) 334-6691. e-mail ahananjeOfremontmemorial.org. 
or send resume lo: 
Memorial Hospital 
Human Resources 
719 S. Tifl A.e. 
Frrasoat. Ohio 43420 
EOE MEMORIAL 
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WFAL looks for 
DJs, tech workers 
by Beth Koch 
1HE  BG  DEWS 
WFAL radio will be hosting 
an Information Night 
Wednesday for anyone inter- 
ested in becoming a part of the 
campus radio team. WFAL, air- 
ing on 1610 AM, is a student- 
run radio station looking for 
students with an interest in 
being a disc jockey, reporting, 
producing, advertising, or 
assisting in web design. The 
meeting is to offer information 
about the organization and to 
go over policies and proce- 
dures that WFAL maintains. 
The station was established 
in the 1970s and offers a variety 
of modern rock, metal, and 
rpm tunes to listeners. 
WFAL will also be looking for 
help with Video Bank, a music 
video production airing four 
times a week on cable channel 
6. Video Bank began three years 
ago, but has yet to gain much 
attention from students. 
"Our goal this year is to total- 
ly revamp the project with the 
hopes of more success," said 
Steven Coco, station manager. 
"There are opportunities for 
fresh on-air talent, Vis, and 
technical workers." 
The organization has a few 
qualities that it looks for in a D). 
Coco said he needs someone 
energetic about the station and 
about playing music that peo- 
ple want to listen to. 
Christian King, known on-air 
as DJ Johnny, said, "A D) must 
have a great personality, be out- 
going, and not afraid to talk or 
crack the mic. They have to love 
what they do and go out and 
just grab the audience, interact 
with them." 
Aside from learning to work 
the equipment and knowing 
what songs to play, DJs must sit 
in on on-air sessions to gain 
experience, take a test, show up 
to their two-hour a week rime 
slot, and attend a monthly 
meeting 
WFALs Info Night will be 
held Tuesday, Sept. 11 at 9 p.m. 
in 121 West Hall. 
Kamikaze's to showcase 
national stand-up comics 
by David Roth 
IH(  BG KCWS 
"There is nothing to do in 
Bowling Green" — a sentiment 
we have all heard muttered at 
some point in our stay here. 
Starting tonight, and continu- 
ing every Tuesday night, 
Bowling Green students and 
residents can check out some 
of the finest and funniest 
stand-up comics in the busi- 
ness. Kamikaze's will be the 
host of a live comedian begin- 
ning at 9:30 p.m. The audience 
will still enjoy ladies' night, a DJ. 
and dancing afterwards 
The show is the brainchild of 
Steve Sabo and his company, 
Inside Joke Productions. Sabo, 
a comic for 11 years, has been 
seen on HBO and has toured in 
42 states. He has worked with 
some of the biggest names in 
the comic business and, as a 
result, he maintains personal 
relationships with many of 
them. 
"The comics we are bringing 
into Bowling Green are the 
hottest talent o„. there right 
now; some have appeared on 
HBO, Showtime, The Tonight 
Show', and Comedy Central," 
Sabo said. 
He and his partner, Tegan 
Fochs, said they feel K.u m kaze's 
is the perfect place for the show, 
allowing for "an intimate, per- 
sonal, and completely hilari- 
ous" experience. 
Tonight's show, the first of its 
land here in BG, will be hosted 
by Tegan Fochs and is head- 
lined by Jimmy Wiggins, "The 
last hippie in America." Wiggins 
has appeared on Showtime 
and is a former writer for 
George Carlin. The show also 
features PJ Rutland, "six foot six 
inches of bald comedy mus- 
cle." Along with several televi- 
sion appearances, Butland just 
finished filming scenes for next 
summer's movie, "Spider- 
man." 
In response to the long-term 
goal of this show, Fochs said 
she would like to keep it a per- 
manent feature for as long as 
possible. She added that the 
show would add some addi- 
tional culture to the local 
downtown scene. Buckeye 
Motor Inn and Suites is also 
acting as a sponsor for the 
shows. 
BG NEWS 
BRIEFING 
BG Radio News 
Information Night 
Bowling Green Radio 
News Organization wel- 
comes students from all 
classes and all majors. 
Opportunities available 
include web site design, 
producing, and reporting. 
The meeting will be located 
in 213 West Hall on 
Wednesday, September 12 
at 9il5 p.m. 
For questions, call 372- 
2354 or e-mail 
aevans@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
The office is located in 120 
West Hall. 
WBGU hosting 
open house 
Bowling Green's alterna- 
tive radio station is holding 
an open house to all stu- 
dents interested in working 
in radio. It will be held in 
121 West Hall tonight at 9 
p.m. 
CLARIFICATION 
The Back To School Coffee 8-11 a.m. Wednesday morning 
listed in yesterday's Campus Buzz is for Student Affairs 
staff only, and is not intended for the general public. 
Feel The Need to 
Advertise? 
What ever your needs, 
the BG News Classified 
page is the answer! 
Call 372-6977 
Place You Ad 
Today! 
TODAYS 
EVENTS 
TUESDAY, SEP. 11 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
"Carrie Mae Weems: Mirrors and 
Windows" @ Willard Wankelman 
Gallery, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
"Personal Space: Twelve 
Contemporary Painters" @ 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery, 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
College Democrats Voter 
Registration @ Education 
Buildilng steps, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Latter-Day Saints Student 
Association information booth @ 
Education Bundling, 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. 
Jerome Library Tour @ Jerome . 
Library, 11 a.m. 
Merchants Fair @ Olscamp Hall, 
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Free food and product samples 
from local businesses will be 
available and merchandise will 
be available for sale. Prize draw- 
ings will be held throughout the 
day. 
Relationship Realities @ 108 
Hannah Hall, 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. 
Winning the Study Game @ 213 
Moseley Hall, 3:30 p'm. to 4:30 
p.m. 
Information to increase academic 
success will be available, and 
hands-on excercises will be avail- 
able. 
Auditions will be held for "Skin of 
Our Teeth" @ 405 University Hall, 
6 p.m. 
How to Survive with Your College 
Roommate ® Kohl Hall, 7 p.m. 
Tips will be available about 
developing a cooperative room- 
mate experience. 
Environmental Major Orientation 
and Welcome® 114 College 
Park, 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Make a Difference — Impact a 
Lite — Community Service at 
BGSU© 104 Olscamp Hall. 9:15 
p.m. 
This session will highlight a cal- 
endar ot service events, listing of 
service organizations, an agency 
directory, and answers to ques- 
tions will be available. 
HAVE AH UPCOMING EVENT? 
If you have a campus or city 
event that you would like to have 
listed in the calendar of events, 
send an e-mail to lisabet2®bot- 
mail.com or stop by 210 West 
Hall with information on the 
event. 
The deadline is 6 p.m. the day 
before the event. Deadlines for 
the weekend edition is 6 p.m. on 
Sundays. 
Kcan oF SPA/M is opened "] 
even^ H seconds...Yummy///J 
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MAD COW DISEASE SUSPECTED IN JAPAN 
TOKYO (AP) — Japan may have its first case of mad 
cow disease — the first suspected case in Asia, the 
government said today. Initial tests on the brain of a 
cow in Chiba prefecture east of Tokyo revealed signs of 
bovine spongiform encephalopathy, better known as 
mad cow disease. 
ws.com/opinjon 
* lorum of vim and Man 
OURTAKE 
OPINIONS OF THE BG NEWS EDITORIAL BOARD 
Fame, not ideas 
Richard Zeller, a former 
University professor who has 
zealously been protesting the 
decision of the sociology depart- 
ment not to offer his "politically 
correct" class, is getting tiring. 
It's been over a year. 
The issue is no longer 
whether or not the class should 
or should not be offered, it is 
whether Mr. Zeller can receive 
his 15 minutes of fame. 
And he has, and then some. 
Appearing on radio programs, 
and in numerous newspaper 
articles and columns, Mr. Zeller 
seems more concerned about 
getting his image out to the 
public than his ideas. 
After all, rather than attempt 
to modify the class in any way, 
or to approach the topic in a 
way more people (administra- 
tors) felt comfortable with it, 
Zeller absolutely refused. 
WeU, life's not fair Mr.ZeU.er. 
but don't give up on your idea 
just because you don't get your 
way. 
Yes, students should feel com- 
fortable with making true state- 
ments in classes where politics 
are being discussed. 
But, more study and more 
proof is needed that the stu- 
dents on this campus aren't 
comfortable speaking out A 
random survey done by Zeller 
isn't enough. 
And our experience is, stu- 
dents are quite happy to speak 
out when they want change. 
We don't hear any voices. 
Raised hands a self-salute? 
Kelly 
Fabrega 
U-wire 
SOUTH BEND, Ind. —The 
first several weeks of class are 
always fit for self-laudation. This 
is the time, when students in all 
colleges feel the need to intro- 
duce themselves to their fellow 
students not by extending 
hands horizontally and sharing 
a moment of mutual recogni- 
tion but by raising their hands 
vertically in class as if to say, 
"This is who I am." 
Except that these thousands 
of hands that rise simultaneous- 
ly in lecture halls and confer- 
ence rooms across campus do 
not represent an attempt to 
communicate with fellow col- 
leagues. They are meant as 
bombastic displays of commu- 
nicating one's own intellectual 
merit to the rest of the class. It's 
as if this particular student feels 
a need to prove to the rest of his 
or her colleagues that he or she 
deserves to be at Notre Dame 
University. Or rather, that, "I am 
truly intellectually gifted (and I 
am trying to convince you here), 
despite the fact that I feel so 
miniscule in this ambience of 
inflated egotism." 
This is surely cause for 
remorse. For its quite a regret- 
table affair when students are 
content to represent themselves 
as brilliant cerebral machina- 
tions instead of kind, mindful 
human beings. And in the 
process they overlook the 
opportunity to develop friend- 
ships; instead they choose rival- 
ry. But in the end, no one can 
doubt that they are a brain that 
is made of what Notre Dame 
brains should be made of. And if 
anything, they've protected their 
own sense of worth. 
I see this every day. Here are 
your perfect examples: recall the 
guy in your philosophy class 
who simply can't stop objecting 
to what the professor says 
because (even though he's never 
explored this particular topic in 
depth before) he really believes 
he can prove a scholar — who 
has dedicated decades of his life 
to this particular topic — wrong 
in his first attempt. Or the girl 
who adamantly insists that 
Descartes is an idiot because he 
entertained circular arguments. 
Let's not mention that, despite 
the fact that both students and 
faculty alike have a penchant for 
making jabs at Descartes, they 
know well they have not half the 
mind that he had. Or the bril- 
liant chemistry TA who (sadly) 
takes refuge in Nieuwland 
Science Hall's dark corridors 
and waits for undergraduate 
students (a.ka. quizzical looks) 
to ridicule. Or the young man 
who reduces feminist literature 
to the bitter diatribe of lonely 
single women. (No doubt, my 
comments will be attributed to 
some such bitterness.) 
Some of us are (gasp) here to 
leam. And while we do appreci- 
ate genuine inquiry as an 
enriching component of educa- 
tion, we do not extend our 
thanks to those of you who 
interrupt the learning process in 
order to make the classroom an 
arena for your flagrant egotism. 
There is a certain lack of 
authenticity in the act of dis- 
guising rhetoric as inquiry. And 
more often than not your fellow 
classmates pick up on it. And 
sometimes (with all due respect) 
it's a little bit irritating when a 
student disrespects another stu- 
dent's attempt to leam because 
they want to be sure everyone in 
the class knows that they're 
exceptionally bright. 
The truth is that very few of us 
(with the possible exception of 
some faculty members and 
those of you who believe the 
University is a place for self-lau- 
dation) doubt that any student 
at this school is very bright. And 
we don't need you to quiz the 
professors and their poorTAs 
on every single little detail — we 
trust that they're qualified. After 
all, they've dedicated a good 
portion of their lives to subjects 
we just barely graze. 
Be critical; don't misunder- 
stand me. Critique is an exem- 
plary way of advancing the 
learning process. But please, 
examine your motives before 
you raise your hand in class. Is 
your question or comment real- 
ly meant as genuine inquiry? Or 
does it simply disguise an ego- 
tistical demeanor? 
Some of us don't care to be 
your fans. Some of us go to great 
lengths to scrounge up to the 
money to attend this University 
— for the purpose of learning. 
We don't really believe that the 
cost oI our tuition is worth a cir- 
cus of academic pedantics. 
Please don't waste our time. 
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What's your anti-drug? 
The Bell Came 
Roommates a challenge 
DANIELLE 
WINTERS 
Opinion Columnist 
Do you remember anxious- 
ly dialing the buttons on the 
phone shortly after receiving 
your roommate assignment? 
For most people, it is a stress- 
ful occasion, since usually 
you have to speculate, by the 
sound of a voice or a style of 
speaking, how you and your 
future roommate will get 
along. 
This stress could be eased if 
questions regarding habits, 
likes and dislikes, and other 
things would be addressed in 
the housing application. But 
that's just my opinion. 
In any case, the questions 
most people encounter when 
worrying about their future 
roommate usually involve, 
"Will we get along?" "What if 
their habits annoy me?" 
"What if we really hate each 
other, then what?" The good 
news is that any volatile 
housing situation can be 
fixed. But if you're like me, 
you don't want to have to deal 
with the trouble. You just 
hope and pray you'll like your 
roommate(s). 
The key to roommates is 
communication and respect. 
Having been in a bad situa- 
tion myself last year, I am the 
expert. My roommate and I 
went to our friends, teachers, 
janitors, etc ... instead of 
telling each other, "Hey, 
you're really annoying me, 
change right now" or "I'll suf- 
focate you in your sleep." 
Okay, maybe not that 
extreme. But if you have a 
problem with your room- 
mate, the number one way to 
get it resolved is to go directly 
to the source. Being an 
absolute pacifist, non-con- 
frontational chicken, I can tell 
you that it's tough to do. 
Arguing with someone you 
share the same shoebox with 
is intimidating. Not only that, 
but they know where you live, 
so there's no escaping them. 
What's worse is not telling 
anyone about the problems 
you're having with your 
roommate. If you keep things 
to yourself without letting 
anyone know something is 
bothering you, then you'll 
eventually grow more and 
more angry. After awhile, 
you'll become so angry with 
everything your roommate 
does that you'll just go crazy. I 
did that, too. 
Being a roommate requires 
the nullification of your most 
annoying habits. After con- 
versations with other room- 
mates, I've found the single 
most annoying habit, 
although uncontrollable, is 
snoring. My roommates have 
told me that I talk in my 
sleep. This doesn't surprise 
me, since I can never get out 
enough words when I'm 
awake. For those of us who 
enjoy sleeping and going to 
sleep early, it's often annoying 
to have a roommate who 
keeps nocturnal hours. Even 
worse is a roommate who has 
a nocturnal animal! One of 
my roommates has a frog 
named Kermie, who is appar- 
ently nocturnal. You don't 
hear a peep from him during 
the day, but turn nil ihe lights 
and it sounds as though he's 
practicing for the Olympic 
speed record in swimming. 
Hopefully when you come 
to college, you have.wonder- 
ful study habits, because if 
you have a roommate who 
doesn't study, watch and see 
how long it takes for your 
habits to deteriorate as well. 
No matter how well you think 
you can study with your 
roommate playing a CD at 
full blast, you can't. 
Eventually the problem of 
you trying to study and your 
roommate playing her music 
loud is replaced by the con- 
flict of YOU trying to play 
your music and your room- 
mate trying to play her music, 
as well. Forget about study- 
ing! You want to hear your 
music! 
In my opinion, the way to 
peacefully coexist with your 
roommate(s) is to each br.ng 
your own TV, VCR, microwave 
and fridge. Fighting for the 
remote is a sure sign of future 
problems, involving "You're in 
my space" and "I want to 
watch 'A Wedding Story," not 
'TRL.'" Speaking of space, 
make sure you're not invad- 
ing your roommate's space. 
Keep your stuff on your side 
of the room. As a roommate, 
I can tell you, it's no fun to 
find your roommate's... 
things ... on your side of the 
room. 
As an only child, having a 
roommate was the toughest 
experience I'd ever encoun- 
tered. Lots of adjustments 
have to be made in your daily 
routine and some of your 
habits have to change, lust 
remember to always be open 
and communicate clearly and 
respect each other. Once you 
get past the quirks, there is 
the potential for friendships 
with your roommates. This 
brings about another prob- 
lem ... turning off the lights, 
saying "goodnight" then talk- 
ing with the lights off until 3 
TOP 10 
THE TOP 10 REASONS WHY COOLER WEATHER IS BETTER 
10. The people who should have their shirts on all the time actually have them on. 
9. More money for beer, less money for air conditioning. 
8. The mid-life crisis men have their convertible tops up. 
7. Sex is more fun with less skin fusion. 
6. University Hall may actually be bearable. 
5. Leather is fun again. 
4. No old men in Speedos. 
3. No more mosquitos. 
2. The bars aren't a sticky sauna. 
and the number one reason... 
1.       Theladybugsdie. 
ANN MARIE PLANK 
FRESHMAN 
"Sex." 
ANNE NEWELL 
FRESHMAN 
"My roommate." 
ALTA HOWARD 
FRESHMAN 
"Boys." 
STEVE KOCSIS 
FRESHMAN 
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Dozens of prizes 
being given away 
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AAA Northwest Ohio 
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Barney's Convenience Mart 
BG News 
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Register to win 
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See and sample the best of what 
local businesses have to offer. 
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& register for door prizes! 
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Bowling Ball courtesy of Al-Mar Lanes 
$50 Gift Certificate from Staples 
$50 Gift Card from Meijer 
Gift Basket courtesy of MainStreet 
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Gift Basket from Lotions and Potions 
Tomorrow 11-4 101 Olscamp 
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Fair brings students, 
community together 
by Kara Hull 
IHE  BG NEWS 
An expo-type fair will attempt 
to bring the community and 
campus together today. 
The 2001 Merchant's Fair is 
sponsored by the Bowling Green 
Chamber of Commerce, the 
Student Union and Mainstreet 
Bowling Green and will be held 
today in Olscamp Hall from 11 
am to 4 p.m. 
The fair will feature numerous 
retailers and volunteer organiza- 
tions of the city of Bowling 
Green. Students will be able to 
receive free food, valuable 
coupons, as well as register for 
several prize drawings. 
"It is a way to invite the stu- 
dents to the community," said 
Jen Ruhe, director of the Bowling 
Green Chamber of Commerce. 
Businesses such as Marco's 
Pizza, Meijer, Staples Office 
Supply and Panera Bread 
Company will be present to give 
students a sample of what the 
community has to offer. Banks 
will also be there to help students 
open accounts. 
"Our experience has been that 
they are excited about the 
University population sampling 
their goods," Ruhe said. 
According to Ruhe, Bowling 
Green merchants understand 
students are important to their 
businesses. Many merchants 
come year after year. 
In the past the fair has been 
"positive for the community," 
said Staples employee Mike 
Sureli. He is "very encouraged" 
that this opportunity exists to 
bring the campus and commu- 
nity together. Staples will push 
some of its lesser known features 
at this year's fair, such as its copy 
center. 
The fair is also a "nice way to 
introduce ourselves to fresh- 
men," said Marco's Pizza 
employee Suzzie Lightfoot. 
In addition, organizations 
seeking volunteers, such as The 
Children's Resource Center, will 
give students a glimpse of how 
they can personally become 
involved within the community 
of Bowling Green. 
Ohio court delays execution 
By Chris Wetterich 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI — A federal 
appeals court on Monday post- 
poned until Sept. 18 John W. Byrd 
Ir.'s execution. It had been sched- 
uled for Wednesday, to give the 
court additional time to study 
the case. 
A three-judge panel of the 6th 
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals 
denied Byrd's requests to both 
re-examine his case and stop the 
execution, but a member of the 
panel asked for more time for the 
full 6th Circuit to study the case. 
Earlier Monday, Gov. Bob Taft 
denied Byrd clemency. Byrd had 
asked the governor to reduce his 
sentence to life in prison. 
Byrd, who claims he is inno- 
cent, chose electrocution over 
lethal injection because he 
wants to make it as difficult as 
possible for the state to execute 
him and as a protest against the 
death penalty. The electric chair 
has not been used since 1963. 
Byrd, 37, was convicted of 
murder in the stabbing of conve- 
nience store clerk Monte 
Tewksbury of Cincinnati during 
a 1983 robbery. Byrd has 
acknowledged he took part in 
the robbery but claims an 
accomplice, lohn Brewer, 
stabbed Tewksbury. Brewer 
admitted the slaying in a 1989 
affidavit, which prosecutors 
have claimed is false. 
Byrd's lawyers have appealed 
the ruling to the full 6th Circuit, 
one step below the U.S. Supreme 
Court. Lawyers for Jay D. Scott 
won a stay of execution in May 
when they asked the full appeals 
court to consider the case. 
Ultimately, Scott lost his appeals 
and was executed on June 14. 
Scott and Wilford Berry in 
1999 were the only inmates Ohio 
has executed since 1963. Both 
chose lethal injection over elec- 
trocution. 
loe Case, spokesman for 
Attorney General Betty 
Montgomery, said after the 
appeals ruling that her office had 
not decided how to proceed with 
the case. 
In an interview aired Monday 
on Columbus television station 
WCMH, Byrd maintained that 
he was innocent and said his 
death would be murder. "I'm sit- 
ting on death row on fabricated 
evidence, perjured testimony," 
he said. 
KM il has exhausted all appeals 
on the merits of his case from 
trial. The claim of "actual inno- 
cence," was prompted by 
Brewer's confession, which sur- 
faced last year. 
Prosecutors dismiss the claim. 
They say Brewer, who also was 
convicted of murder and is serv- 
ing a 411 /2-year-to-life sentence, 
cannot be tried again and is only 
trying to spare his friend's life. 
THE BLOTTER 
Thursday ence, unautho- and underage under suspen- cited for litter- plates. 
A car stereo rized plates and possession. sion. ing on public A radar 
tace was report- open container. Shawn P. Natascha property. detector valued 
ed missing Shanna N. O'Neil was Onelas was Jeffrey D. at $130 and 
from a vehicle. Freeman was cited for under- cited for speed. Ostholthoff was 10 CDs were 
Entry was cited for open age possession James R. cited for litter- reported miss- 
gained by container. and disorderly Metzger was ing on public ing from a vehi- 
slashing a con- Kristy M. conduct with cited for no property. cle. 
vertible top. Knight was persistence seat belt. Troy D. Sifnt Clothes were 
Reported dam- cited for under- Michael C. Jonathan L. was cited for reported miss- 
age was age possession. Taylor was cited Bridges was disorderly con- ing from a 
$3,250. Nicholas for disorderly cited for speed. duct — public dryer. 
Fred Wright, Maglosky was conduct — Michael J. urination. Amber L. 
Jr. was cited for cited for open public urina- Komlanc was Christopher Hummel was 
driving under container. tion. cited for under- C. Hall was cited for no 
suspension. Lauren Scott M. age possession. cited for driving seat belt. 
A JVC CD Velotta was Feeback was Brian K. under suspen- Paige Sarver 
player was cited for open cited for under- Whitaker was sion. was cited for no 
reported miss- container. age possession. arrested for Michael T. seat belt. 
ing from a vehi- Jordana A Domino's underage con- Weinrich was Amy M. 
cle. Stipcic was sign was report- sumption, pos- cited for under- Hofner was 
Crystal A. cited for open ed missing session of mari- age possession. cited for 
Thompson was container. from the top of juana and pos- DrewB. expired registra- 
cited for speed. Jennifer a vehicle. session of para- Johnston was tion. 
Kaineen Prince was A dark blue phernalia. cited for pos- Sunday 
Robinson was cited for open Huffy bicycle Jeremy T. session of mari- JohnR. 
cited for speed. container. was reported Trick was juana and drug Blankenship 
Michael 0. Derek D. stolen. arrested for paraphernalia. was cited for 
Hill was cited Shaffstall was A Panasonic underage con- Travis L. Day disorderly con- 
driving under cited for under- CD player, a sumption, pos- was cited for duct. 
suspension. age consump- black CD case session of mari- possession of Joseph E. 
A Pioneer CO tion. and 50-75 CDs juana and marijuana and Enright was 
player was Friday were reported resisting arrest. drug parapher- arrested for 
reported miss- Jory Morr missing from a Andrew J. nalia. underage pos- 
ing from a vehi- was cited for vehicle. Entry Tomsik was Matthew F. session of alco- 
cle. Its value is underage pos- was gained by cited for under- Scheuering was hol. 
$180. session. breaking the age possession cited for under- Rogelio 
Sarah A Kyle driver side lock. and open con- age possession Ralafox was 
Harris was cited Summer was John A. Ota tainer. and open con- cited for speed. 
for no seat belt. cited for open was cited for Kavon Gorgin tainer. Gerhard K. 
A Sony CD container and driving under was cited for Nathan D. Rossdeutscher 
player and book underage con- suspension. open container Krohn was was cited for 
bag with two sumption. Rigo Alcanta and underage cited for disor- expired registra- 
notebooks was Patrick Mendez was possession. derly conduct tion. 
reported miss- Kelleher was cited for driving JayJ. — was passed Marcus A. 
ing from a vehi- cited for open without an Gostisha was out on side- Washington was 
cle. container. operating cited for under- walk. cited for going 
George P. Kevin J. license. age possession. Daniel R. Gill of left of center 
Lee, Jr. was Knapscaefer Latrelle A. Saturday was cited for and no seat 
cited for driving was cited for Prater was cited Andrew Aram improper dis- belt. 
under the influ- open container for driving Mechigian was play of license 
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VERY IMPORTANT! 
Is Your Student Organization Still Recognized At 
BGSU? 
All student organizations are required 
to submit their recognition packets 
and updated officer and advisor 
contact lists to the Office of Campus 
Involvement by this Friday, September 
14 in order to maintain University 
recognition. 
Failure to submit the 
packet, as well as the 
I current names, addresses, \ 
email addresses, and 
phone numbers of your 
officers &s advisors by 
[this Friday, September 14\ 
will result in the 
suspension of all 
privileges and funding 
provided for student 
organizations, so dont 
miss this date!! 
■■ 
Involvement 
Division of Student Affairs 
Bowing toen Stale Uniwrctty 
Recognition packets and officer & advisor 
update forms are available now! 
To check the status of your organization's paperwork, 
call the Office of Campus Involvement at 372-2343, or. 
stop into 204 South Hall 
BGNEWS 
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BRIEFING 
Reds decide to bring 
up Joey Hamilton 
CINCINNATI (AP) — Right- 
hander Joey Hamilton was 
called up Monday by the 
Cincinnati Reds, who are 
looking to see whether he 
could fit into their plans for 
next season. 
Hamilton has struggled 
since he had shoulder surgery 
in September 1999. He went 
5-8 for Toronto with a 5.89 
ERA in 22 starts this season. 
Opponents were hitting .346 
off him — worst in the AL— 
when he was released Aug. 3. 
The Reds signed him to a 
minor league contract Aug. 17. 
He gave up 10 hits and three 
earned runs in 10 innings dur- 
ing two starts for Triple-A 
Louisville. 
Hamilton joins another 
pitcher making a comeback 
from surgery. Jose Rijo 
returned to the majors last 
month as a reliever. 
Rijo, 36, hadn't pitched in 
the majors since July 18,1995, 
when Hamilton singled off of 
him to open the third inning. 
Rijo then took himself out of 
the game because of an 
aching right elbow, and 
wound up having five opera- 
tions. 
Hamilton will be the 24th 
pitcher and 48th player to 
appear for the Reds this sea- 
son. 
Charlie Batch out; Ty 
Detmer in as QB 
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) — Ty 
Detmer will replace Charlie 
Batch as smarting quarterback 
for the Detroit Lions, who 
', struggled offensively in an 
opening-game loss to Green 
Bay. 
Detmer, obtained Sept. 2 
from Cleveland, will start 
Sunday when the Lions play 
host to the Dallas Cowboys. 
j Batch was the starter for a 28- 
6 loss to the Packers in Green 
Bay. 
"I was unsatisfied with the 
level that Charlie played at," 
coach Marty Mornhinweg 
said Monday. 
Mornhinweg, in his first 
season with the Lions, is run- 
ning the West Coast offense, 
and Batch was struggling to 
make the change. 
Batch was 20-of-39 for 276 
yards and no touchdowns at 
Green Bay, Darren Sharper 
intercepted two passes, and 
Batch was sacked seven times. 
Detmer, the 1991 I lei sin an 
Trophy winner at Brigham 
Young, has only been a starter 
for two seasons — 1996-97 
with the Philadelphia Eagles. 
He missed the entire 2000 sea- 
son after injuring his Achilles' 
tendon in Cleveland's second 
preseason game. 
Batch, who played at 
Eastern Michigan, is in his 
fourth year with the Lions. He 
has been the starting quarter- 
back since his arrival in 1998. 
He signed a four-year, $31 - 
million contract extension 
before the start of the 2000 
season. 
Bengals decide to 
release Copeland 
CINCINNATI (AP) — 
Defensive lineman John 
Copeland reached an injury 
settlement with the Cincinnati 
Bengals and was released 
Monday. 
Copeland, a first-round 
draft pick in 1993, was placed 
on injured reserve last week 
with a hamstring injury. If 
Copeland is still a free agerfi 
after the 10th game of the sea- 
son, he could return to the 
Bengals. 
The Bengals also waived 
quarterback Scott Covington, 
who was brought back as a 
precaution after Scott Mitchell 
sprained his ankle in the final 
preseason game. 
Mitchell's ankle has 
improved faster than antici- 
pated, making Covington 
expendable. Mitchell and Akili 
Smith are the backups for Jon 
Kiln a. 
Defensive end Justin Smith, 
a first-round draft pick who 
signed a contract Saturday 
night, will practice with the 
team Wednesday. Coach Dick 
LeBeau said he might play 
Sunday at Tennessee. 
"I'd say that it would be a 
good chance," LeBeau said. "I 
want to see what kind of 
shape he's in." 
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Volleyball improves to 5-1 
by Erica fiambKcHH 
THE IC NEWS 
While all the attention is 
focused on the football team, the 
volleyball team quietly practices 
in Anderson Arena. 
Like the football team, the vol- 
leyball team is off to its best start 
since 1997. 
Coming off a 2-1 finish in the 
Coca-Cola Spartan Invitational 
last weekend the Falcons 
improved their record to 5-1 
overall. 
The Falcons opened the tour- 
nament Friday with a 3-0 win 
against Idaho. 
"We played very well in the 
opening match against Idaho," 
said head coach Denise Van De 
Walle "We heard that they were 
going to be a really good oppo- 
nent for us. They had one good 
middle and a couple of strong 
outsides. We didn't have much 
trouble with them. Wfe played 
very well." 
Senior Cary Rommeck led the 
team with 15 kills and 10 digs, 
while senior Natalie Becker led 
the team with 31 assists and 10 
digs. 
After defeating Idaho the 
Falcons then defeated Winthrop 
— doing it in three games, mak- 
ing BGSU's record 5-0 for the first 
time since 1997. 
"We put a lot of pressure on 
them | Idaho and Winthrop I at 
the net," Van De Walle said. "We 
beat Idaho and Winthrop 3-0. 
When you can beat somebody 
30 -19 (30-21, 30-23) like we did 
Idaho, those are impressive 
scores." 
Rommeck had 13 kills, 11 digs, 
and three service aces against 
Winthrop. Senior Amber Vorst 
had eight kills and a team-high 
11 digs, while junior Kristin 
Gamby had 11 kills and three 
digs throughout the three games. 
"Y/e were pretty excited about 
our two wins against Idaho and 
Winthrop," said senior Amber 
Vorst. "We (lowed really well The 
team chemistry was great We 
could have played better against 
Michigan State." 
Saturday the Falcons took on 
Michigan State suffering their 
first loss of the season in three 
close games. 
"We knew going in it was 
going to be a tough match," Van 
De Walle said. 
The last time the Falcons beat 
the Spartans was 1986. The best 
start in school history was in 
1990 when BG went 10-0, losing 
its 1 lth game to the Spartans 
"When we took the floor I felt 
that we were always playing 
catch up against Michigan State. 
Even in the third game when we 
had a four point lead at one 
point I still felt that we were 
never really in control of the 
game." 
Rommeck and Gamby were 
named to the All-Tournament 
Team. Rommeck had nine kills, 
nine digs and two blocks, while 
Gamby had a toumament-high 
12 kills along with two blocks 
against the Spartans. This was 
the first time Gamby had 
received this honor. 
"I felt our middles had a great 
tournament," Van De Walle said. 
"Both Caty Rommeck and 
Kristin Gamby had a great tour- 
nament. 1 also thought that Susie 
Norris came on strong in the last 
two matches against Winthrop 
and Michigan State." 
TODAY: 
The Falcons will take on the 
University of Dayton at 7 p.m. in 
Anderson Arena 
"I think Dayton is a very good 
team," Van De Walle said. "We 
know that we are going to have 
to play well to win." 
Dayton has a 5-2 record with 
one of its losses also coming to 
the Spartans and the other one 
to Western Michigan. After losing 
their first two games the Flyers 
won five in a row. 
The Falcons will try to snap 
MIchMlLehmkuhlaBGNevn 
BL0CKIN6: Senior left-side hitter Amber Vorst tries to get the ball over the net in a recent practice. 
the Flyers' winning streak 
tonight 
"It's going to be a tough 
match," Van De Walle said. 
"Right now, this early in the sea- 
son, everybody is still trying to 
work out the kinks in their line 
up." 
The Falcons have a strong 
middle    in    Rommeck   and 
Gamby. 
"All season long we are going 
to need big games out of our 
middles," Van De Walle said. 
"Both of their left side players are 
very solid. They don't make a lot 
of mistakes." 
That means the Falcons will 
have to step up their own game. 
"Wfe're confident and excited 
for the games," Vorst said. "We've 
been working on ball control 
and our overall game. We are all 
really prepared." 
Van De Walle said, "We really 
hope that the students will come 
out and back us this first match 
at home. I think they'll find the 
rally score very exciting." 
Soccer loses 
first match 
byOtftHMcCord 
THE  BG NEWS 
The Bowling Green men's soc- 
cer team played its first match of 
the 2001 season; it just had to 
wait two more days to play that 
match. 
The Falcons showed up in 
East Lansing Friday only to see 
the rainy weather deteriorate the 
field enough that it was deemed 
non-playable. So the team 
packed its bags and waited until 
Sunday to head to Columbus 
and play its first match against 
13th-ranked Ohio State. 
The Buckeyes didnt let the 
Falcons get comfortable in their 
first match as Sam Migliano 
scored in the ninth minute of 
play, putting the Falcons behind 
almost straight from the start 
It took all but two minutes for 
that c elicit to double as Peter 
Withers netted the second goal 
of the match in the 1 lth minute. 
The OSU offense thrived on the 
withered Falcon defense as two 
key aspects of its defending 
corps, RJ. Behan and Ben 
Vaccaro, were not able for duty. 
\Mth the experience factor tow 
because of those injuries, BGSU 
goalkeeper Dave DeGraff 
worked hard. The sophomore 
had 12 first-half shots vaulted at 
him. Migliano and Withers' goals 
put them on the ropes, but the 
picture would not get better. 
Three minutes into the sec- 
ond half, John Tomanio made 
the Buckeye lead 3-0. Then 
Jonathan Rogers scored OSU's 
fourth goal of the day with nine 
minutes left in the match. 
"I have to give OSU credit," 
BGSU coach Mel Mahler said. 
"They really deserve that top 20 
ranking. With the injuries that 
we had it was an opportunity for 
some players to step into the fold 
but they didnt" 
The offensive side of the field 
for the Falcons was not fairing 
too well with the absences of 
Kevin Wisniewski and Richie 
Francis. 
"The bottom line of the match 
was they executed and we did- 
n't," Mahler said. "I thought our 
effort was good at times and we 
dictated the play sometimes, but 
we just need to do it for 90 min- 
utes." 
The Falcons were only able to 
put three shots on the board for 
each half compared to the 22 
shots by OSU. DeGraff was able 
to make five saves in his tenure 
between the posts. 
"We are really going to have to 
raise our level of play for next 
weekend," Mahler said. "If we 
are competitive we have a 
chance to win." 
BGSU will be on the road 
again as they travel to play In the 
James Madison Invitational. 
They will compete against 
George Mason and James 
Madison during the tourna- 
ment 
Graduation rates hold 
steady at college level 
by Chris Sundrteim 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
INDIANAPOLIS — 
Graduation rates among col- 
lege athletes held steady in the 
most recent NCAA figures, but 
the rate among men's basket- 
ball players dropped to its sec- 
ond-lowest level since 1984. 
The rates, which were 
released Monday and are 
announced annually, reflect 
graduation patterns for athletes 
who entered college in 1994-95. 
While graduation rates for all 
Division I athletes remained at 
58 percent — the same as sur- 
veys conducted the last two 
years by the primary governing 
body for college sports — the 
rate among men's basketball 
players dropped from 42 per- 
cent to 40 percent. 
The rate among white male 
basketball players in Division I 
declined 4 percentage points to 
52 percent. But the rate for 
black male basketball players, 
however, increased by 1 percent 
to 35 percent. That's 4 percent- 
age points higher than the 
black male student body. 
Richard Lapchick, head of 
the Center for the Study of Sport 
in Society at Northeastern 
University in Boston, called 
those figures encouraging. 
"That is a halt of the decline 
of black graduation, so it's kind 
of consistently ratcheting 
down." Lapchick said. 
Lapchick added that the rates 
are "still low enough in basket- 
ball that we have to build in 
safeguards" to ensure athletes 
have a realistic opportunity to 
complete college degrees. 
Black female basketball play- 
ers in Division I showed the sin- 
gle largest increase ever, gradu- 
ating 61 percent from the class 
that enrolled in 1994 — a 9 per- 
centage point jump from the 
previous year and 19 percent- 
age points higher than the 
black female general student 
population. 
"The problem with 
graduation rates 
always is it's a 
snapshot of a single 
year. That may be a 
distorted year." 
RICHARD LAPCHICK. 
HEAD OF THE CENTER FOR THE 
STUDY OF SPORT IN SOCIETY 
Division I white female bas- 
ketball players also showed a 
slight increase, graduating 70 
percent in the 1994 group, com- 
pared with 69 percent among 
students who entered in 1993. 
Overall, women basketball 
players at Division I schools 
graduated at a rate of 65 per- 
cent, up 2 percentage points. 
Graduation rates for Division 
I football players also improved, 
from 48 percent to 51 percent. 
After dropping to an all-time 
tow of 55 percent in the 1993 
group, the graduation rate 
among Division l-A white foot- 
ball players improved to 60 per- 
cent The rate for Division I-A 
black football players rose three 
percentage points, from 42 per- 
cent to 45 percent. 
Experts say the NCAAs fig- 
ures must be interpreted with 
caution. 
"The problem with gradua- 
tion rates always is it's a snap- 
shot of a single year," Lapchick 
said. "That may be a distorted 
year." 
The NCAA began tracking 
graduation rates in 1984, using 
a formula that counts all trans- 
fer students — even if they go 
elsewhere and graduate — 
against the rates of their origi- 
nal school. It allows six years to 
complete a degree program, so 
graduation rates for the 1995 
freshman class will not be com- 
piled and announced until next 
year. 
And although eligibility stan- 
dards were set for incoming 
freshmen in 1986, graduation 
rates have hovered between 57 
and 58 percent. Still, the 
graduation rate among ath- 
letes remained 2 percentage 
points higher than the rate 
for the general student popu- 
lation. 
Athletes who entered col- 
lege under the higher 
Proposition 16 standard, 
which went into effect in 
19%, will not become part of 
the NCAA study until 2003. 
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Fair brings students, 
community together 
by Kara Hull 
THE  BG NEWS 
An expo-type fair will attempt 
to bring the community and 
campus together today. 
The 2001 Merchant's Fair is 
sponsored by the Bowling Green 
Chamber of Commerce, the 
Student Union and Mainstreet 
Bowling Green and will be held 
today in Olscamp Hall from 11 
a.m to 4 p.m. 
The fair will feature numerous 
retailers and volunteer organiza- 
tions of the city of Bowling 
Green. Students will be able to 
receive free food, valuable 
coupons, as well as register for 
several prize drawings. 
"It is a way to invite the stu- 
dents to the community," said 
len Ruhe, director of the Bowling 
Green Chamber of Commerce. 
Businesses such as Marco's 
Pizza, Meijer, Staples Office 
Supply and Panera Bread 
Company will be present to give 
students a sample of what the 
community has to offer. Banks 
will also be there to help students 
open accounts. 
"Our experience has been that 
they are excited about the 
University population sampling 
their goods," Ruhe said. 
According to Ruhe, Bowling 
Green merchants understand 
students are important to their 
businesses. Many merchants 
come year after year. 
In the past the fair has been 
"positive for the community," 
said Staples employee Mike 
Sureli. He is "very encouraged" 
that this opportunity exists to 
bring the campus and commu- 
nity together. Staples will push 
some of its lesser known features 
at this year's fair, such as its copy 
center. 
The fair is also a "nice way to 
introduce ourselves to fresh- 
men," said Marco's Pizza 
employee Suzzie Lightfoot. 
In addition, organizations 
seeking volunteers, such as The 
Children's Resource Center, will 
give students a glimpse of how 
they can personally become 
involved within the community 
of Bowling Green. 
Ohio court delays execution 
By Chris Wetterich 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI — A federal 
appeals court on Monday post- 
poned until Sept 18 lohn W. Byrd 
jr.'s execution. It had been sched- 
uled for Wednesday, to give the 
court additional time to study 
the case. 
A three-judge panel of the 6th 
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals 
denied Byrd's requests to both 
re-examine his case and stop the 
execution, but a member of the 
panel asked for more time for the 
full 6th Circuit to study the case. 
Earlier Monday, Gov. Bob Taft 
denied Byrd clemency. Byrd had 
asked the governor to reduce his 
sentence to life in prison. 
Byrd, who claims he is inno- 
cent, chose electrocution over 
lethal injection because he 
wants to make it as difficult as 
possible for the state to execute 
him and as a protest against the 
death penalty. The electric chair 
has not been used since 1963. 
Byrd, 37, was convicted of 
murder in the stabbing of conve- 
nience store clerk Monte 
Tewksbury of Cincinnati during 
a 1983 robbery. Byrd has 
acknowledged he took part in 
the robbery but claims an 
accomplice, lohn Brewer, 
stabbed Tewksbury. Brewer 
admitted the slaying in a 1989 
affidavit, which prosecutors 
have claimed is false. 
Byrd's lawyers have appealed 
the ruling to the full 6th Circuit, 
one step below the U.S. Supreme 
Court. Lawyers for Jay D. Scon 
won a stay of execution in May 
when they asked the full appeals 
court to consider the case. 
Ultimately, Scon lost his appeals 
and was executed on lune 14. 
Scott and Wilford Berry in 
1999 were the only inmates Ohio 
has executed since 1963. Both 
chose lethal injection over elec- 
trocution. 
Joe Case, spokesman for 
Attorney General Betty 
Montgomery, said after the 
appeals ruling that her office had 
not decided how to proceed with 
the case. 
In an interview aired Monday 
on Columbus television station 
WCMH, Byrd maintained that 
he was innocent and said his 
death would be murder. "I'm sit- 
ting on death row on fabricated 
evidence, perjured testimony," 
he said. 
Byrd has exhausted all appeals 
on the merits of his case from 
trial. The claim of "actual inno- 
cence," was prompted by 
Brewer's confession, which sur- 
faced last year. 
Prosecutors dismiss the claim. 
They say Brewer, who also was 
convicted of murder and is serv- 
inga411/2-year-to-life sentence, 
cannot be tried again and is only 
trying to spare his friend's life. 
THE BLOTTER 
Thursday ence. unautho- and underage under suspen- cited for litter- plates. 
A car stereo rized plates and possession. sion. ing on public A radar 
face was report- open container. Shawn P. Natascha property. detector valued 
ed missing Shanna N. O'Neil was Ornelas was Jeffrey D. at $130 and 
from a vehicle. Freeman was cited for under- cited for speed Ostholthoff was 10 CDs were 
Entry was cited for open age possession James R. cited for litter- reported miss- 
gained by container. and disorderly Metzger was ing on public ing from a vehi- 
slashing a con- Kristy M conduct with cited for no property. cle. 
vertible top. Knight was persistence. seat belt. Troy D. Sifrit Clothes were 
Reported dam- cited for under- Michael C. Jonathan L. was cited for reported miss- 
age was age possession. Taylor was cited Bridges was disorderly con- ing from a 
$3,250. Nicholas for disorderly cited for speed. duct — public dryer. 
Fred Wright, Maglosky was conduct — Michael J. urination. Amber L. 
Jr. was cited for cited for open public urina- Komlanc was Christopher Hummel was 
driving under container. tion. cited for under- C. Hall was cited for no 
suspension. Lauren Scott M. age possession. cited for driving seat belt. 
A JVC CD Velotta was Feeback was Brian K. under suspen- Paige Sarver 
player was cited for open cited for under- Whitaker was sion. was cited for no 
reported miss- container. age possession. arrested for Michael T. seat belt. 
ing from a vehi- Jordana A Domino's underage con- Weinrich was Amy M. 
cle. Stipcic was sign was report- sumption, pos- cited for under- Hofner was 
Crystal A. cited for open ed missing session of mari- age possession. cited for 
Thompson was container. from the top of luana and pos- Drew B. expired registra- 
cited for speed. Jennifer a vehicle. session of para- Johnston was tion. 
Kaineen Prince was A dark blue phernalia. cited for pos- Sunday 
Robinson was cited for open Huffy bicycle Jeremy T. session of mari- John R. 
cited for speed. container. was reported Trick was juana and drug Blankenship 
Michael D. Derek D. stolen. arrested for paraphernalia. was cited for 
Hill was cited Shaffstall was A Panasonic underage con- Travis L. Day disorderly con- 
driving under cited for under- CD player a sumption, pos- was cited for duct. 
suspension. age consump- black CD case session of mari- possession of Joseph E. 
A Pioneer CD tion. and 50-75 CDs juana and marijuana and Enright was 
player was Friday were reported resisting arrest. drug parapher- arrested for 
reported miss- Jory Morr missing from a Andrew J. nalia. underage pos- 
ing from a vehi- was cited for vehicle. Entry Tomsik was Matthew F. session of alco- 
cle. Its value is underage pos- was gained by cited for under- Scheuering was hol. 
$180. session. breaking the age possession cited for under- Rogelio 
Sarah A. Kyle driver side lock. and oper con- age possession Ralafox was 
Harris was cited Summer was John A. Orta tainer. and open con- cited for speed. 
for no seat belt. cited for open was cited for Kavon Gorgin tainer. Gerhard K. 
A Sony CD container and driving under was cited for Nathan D. Rossdeutscher 
player and book underage con- suspension. open container Krohn was was cited for 
bag with two sumption. Rigo Alcanta and underage cited for disor- expired registra- 
notebooks was Patrick Mendez was possession. derly conduct tion. 
reported miss- Kelleher was cited for driving JayJ. — was passed Marcus A. 
ing from a vehi- cited for open without an Gostisha was out on side- Washington was 
cle. container. operating cited for under- walk. cited for going 
George P. Kevin J. license. age possession. Daniel R. Gill of left of center 
Lee, Jr. was Knapscaefer Latrelle A. Saturday was cited for and no seat 
cited for driving was cited for Prater was cited Andrew Aram improper dis- belt 
under the influ- open container for driving Mechigian was play of license 
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VERY IMPORTANT! 
Is Your Student Organization Still Recognized At 
BGSU? Failure to submit the 
packet, as well as the 
I current names, addresses, i 
email addresses, and 
phone numbers of your 
officers & advisors by 
this Friday, September 14\ 
will result in the 
suspension of all 
privileges and funding 
provided for student 
organizations, so doiil 
miss this date!! 
All student organizations are required 
to submit their recognition packets 
and updated officer and advisor 
contact lists to the Office of Campus 
Involvement by this Friday, September 
14 in order to maintain University 
recognition. 
Involvement 
Division of Student Affairs 
Bowing Etoon State IMnrcNy 
Recognition packets and officer & advisor 
update forms are available now! 
To check the status of your organizations paperwork, 
call the Office of Campus Involvement at 372-2343, or. 
stop into 204 South Hall 
BGNEWS 
SPORTS 
BRIEFING 
Reds decide to bring 
up Joey Hamilton 
CINCINNATI (AP) — Right- 
hander Joey Hamilton was 
called up Monday by the 
Cincinnati Reds, who are 
looking to see whether he 
could fit into their plans for 
next season. 
Hamilton has struggled 
since he had shoulder surgery 
in September 1999. He went 
5-8 for Toronto with a 5.89 
ERA In 22 starts this season. 
Opponents were hitting .346 
off him — worst In the AL— 
when he was released Aug. 3. 
The Reds signed him to a 
minor league contract Aug. 17. 
He gave up 10 hits and three 
earned runs in 10 innings dur- 
ing two starts for Triple-A 
Louisville. 
Hamilton joins another 
pitcher making a comeback 
from surgery. lose Rijo 
returned to the majors last 
month as a reliever. 
Rijo, 36, hadn't pitched in 
the majors since July 18,1995, 
when Hamilton singled off of 
him to open the third inning. 
Rijo then took himself out of 
the game because of an 
aching right elbow, and 
wound up having five opera- 
tions. 
Hamilton will be the 24th 
pitcher and 48th player to 
appear for the Reds this sea- 
son. 
Charlie Batch out; Ty 
Detmer in as QB 
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) —Ty 
Detmer will replace Charlie 
Batch as starting quarterback 
for the Detroit Lions, who 
struggled offensively in an 
opening-game loss to Green 
Bay. 
Detmer, obtained Sept. 2 
from Cleveland, will start 
Sunday when the Lions play 
host to the Dallas Cowboys. 
j Batch was the starter for a 28- 
' 6 loss to the Packers in Green 
Bay. 
"I was unsatisfied with the 
level that Charlie played at," 
coach Marty Momhinweg 
said Monday. 
Mornhinweg, in his first 
season with the Lions, is run- 
ning the West Coast offense, 
and Batch was struggling to 
make the change. 
Batch was 20-of-39 for 276 
yards and no touchdowns at 
Green Bay. Darren Sharper 
intercepted two passes, and 
Batch was sacked seven times. 
Detmer, the 1991 Heisman 
Trophy winner at Brigham 
Young, has only been a starter 
for two seasons — 1996-97 
with the Philadelphia Eagles. 
He missed the entire 2000 sea- 
son after injuring his Achilles' 
tendon in Cleveland's second 
preseason game. 
Batch, who played at 
Eastern Michigan, is in his 
fourth year with the Lions. He 
has been the starting quarter- 
back since his arrival in 1998. 
He signed a four-year, SSI- 
million contract extension 
before the start of the 2000 
season. 
Bengals decide to 
release Copeland 
CINCINNATI (AP) — 
Defensive lineman John 
Copeland reached an injury 
settlement with the Cincinnati 
Bengals and was released 
Monday. 
Copeland, a first-round 
draft pick in 1993, was placed 
on injured reserve last week 
with a hamstring injury. If 
Copeland is still a free agefit 
after the 10th game of the sea- 
son, he could return to the 
Bengals. 
The Bengals also waived 
quarterback Scott Covington, 
who was brought back as a 
precaution after Scott Mitchell 
sprained his ankle in the final 
preseason game. 
Mitchell's ankle has 
improved faster than antici- 
pated, making Covington 
expendable. Mitchell and Akili 
Smith are the backups for Jon 
Kitna. 
Defensive end Justin Smith, 
a first-round draft pick who 
signed a contract Saturday 
night, will practice with the 
team Wednesday. Coach Dick 
LeBeau said he might play 
Sunday at Tennessee. 
"I'd say that It would be a 
good chance," LeBeau said. "I 
want to see what kind of 
shape he's in." 
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BOWLINE GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Volleyball improves to 5-1 
by Erica Gwnbaccini 
IKE BG NEWS 
While all the attention is 
focused on the football team, the 
volleyball team quietly practices 
in Anderson Arena 
Like the football team, the vol- 
leyball team is off to its best start 
since 1997. 
Coming off a 2-1 finish in the 
Coca-Cola Spartan Invitational 
last weekend the Falcons 
improved their record to 5-1 
overall. 
The Falcons opened the tour- 
nament Friday with a 3-0 win 
against Idaho. 
"We played very well in the 
opening match against Idaho," 
said head coach Denise Van De 
Walle. "We heard that they were 
going to be a really good oppo- 
nent for us. They had one good 
middle and a couple of strong 
outsides. We didn't have much 
trouble with them. We played 
very well." 
Senior Caty Rommeck led the 
team with 15 kills and 10 digs, 
while senior Natalie Becker led 
the team with 31 assists and 10 
digs. 
After defeating Idaho the 
Falcons then defeated Winthrop 
— doing it in three games, mak- 
ing BGSU's record 5-0 for the first 
time since 1997. 
"We put a lot of pressure on 
them | Idaho and Winthrop] at 
the net," Van De Walle said. "We 
beat Idaho and Winthrop 3-0. 
When you can beat somebody 
30 -19 (30-21,30-23) like we did 
Idaho, those are impressive 
scores." 
Rommeck had 13 kills, 11 digs, 
and three service aces against 
Winthrop. Senior Amber Vorst 
had eight kills and a team-high 
11 digs, while junior Kristin 
Gamby had 11 kills and three 
digs throughout the three games. 
"We were pretty excited about 
our two wins against Idaho and 
Winthrop," said senior Amber 
Vbrsl "We flowed really well. The 
team chemistry was great We 
could have played better against 
Michigan State." 
Saturday the Falcons took on 
Michigan State suffering their 
first loss of the season in three 
close games. 
"We knew going in it was 
going to be a tough match," Van 
De Walle said. 
The last time the Falcons beat 
the Spartans was 1986. The best 
start in school history was in 
1990 when BG went 10-0, losing 
its 1 lth game to the Spartans. 
"When we took the floor I felt 
that we were always playing 
catch up against Michigan State 
Even in the third game when we 
had a four point lead at one 
point I still felt that we were 
never really in control of the 
game." 
Rommeck and Gamby were 
named to the All-Tournament 
Team. Rommeck had nine kills, 
nine digs and two blocks, while 
Gamby had a tournament-high 
12 kills along with two blocks 
against the Spartans. This was 
the first time Gamby had 
received this honor. 
"I felt our middles had a great 
tournament," Van De Walle said. 
"Both Caty Rommeck and 
Kristin Gamby had a great tour- 
nament. I also thought that Susie 
Norris came on strong in the last 
two matches against Winthrop 
and Michigan State." 
TODAY: 
The Falcons will take on the 
University of Dayton at 7 p.m. in 
Anderson Arena 
"I think Dayton is a very good 
team," Van De Walle said. "We 
know that we are going to have 
to play well to win." 
Dayton has a 5-2 record with 
one of its losses also coming to 
the Spartans and the other one 
to Western Michigan. After losing 
their first two games the Flyers 
won five in a row. 
The Falcons will try to snap 
Michael Uhmkuhlt BG New 
BLOCKING: Senior left-side hitter Amber Vorst tries to get the ball over the net in a recent practice. 
the Flyers' winning streak 
tonight 
"It's going to be a tough 
match," Van De Walle said. 
"Right now, this early in the sea- 
son, everybody is still trying to 
work out the kinks in their line 
up." 
The Falcons have a strong 
middle    in    Rommeck    and 
Gamby. 
"All season long we are going 
to need big games out of our 
middles," Van De Walle said. 
"Both of their left side players are 
very solid. They don't make a lot 
of mistakes." 
That means the Falcons will 
have to step up their own game. 
"We're confident and excited 
for the games," Vorst said. "We've 
been working on ball control 
and our overall game. We are all 
really prepared." 
Van De Walle said, "We really 
hope that the students will come 
out and back us this first match 
at home. I think they'll find the 
rally score very exciting." 
Soccer loses 
first match 
by Derek McCord 
THE  BG  HEWS 
The Bowling Green men's soc- 
cer team played its first match of 
the 2001 season; it just had to 
wait two more days to play that 
match. 
The Falcons showed up in 
East Lansing Friday only to see 
the rainy weather deteriorate the 
field enough that it was deemed 
non-playable. So the team 
packed its bags and waited until 
Sunday to head to Columbus 
and play its first match against 
13th-ranked Ohio State. 
The Buckeyes didnt let the 
Falcons get comfortable in their 
first match as Sam Migliano 
scored in the ninth minute of 
play, putting the Falcons behind 
almost straight from the start. 
It took all but two minutes for 
that ceficit to double as Peter 
Withers netted the second goal 
of the match in the 1 lth minute. 
The OSU offense thrived on the 
withered Falcon defense as two 
key aspects of its defending 
corps, PJ. Behan ind Ben 
Vaccaro, were not able for auty. 
With the experience factor low 
because of those injuries, BGSU 
goalkeeper Dave DeGraff 
worked hard. The sophomore 
had 12 first-half shots vaulted at 
him. Migliano and Withers' goals 
put them on the ropes, but the 
picture would not get better. 
Three minutes into the sec- 
ond half, John Tomanio made 
the Buckeye lead 3-0. Then 
Jonathan Rogers scored OSU's 
fourth goal of the day with nine 
minutes left in the match. 
"I have to give OSU credit," 
BGSU coach Mel Mahler said. 
"They really deserve that top 20 
ranking. With the injuries that 
we had it was an opportunity for 
some players to step into the fold 
but they didn't." 
The offensive side of the field 
for the Falcons was not fairing 
too well with the absences of 
Kevin Wisniewski and Richie 
Francis. 
"The bottom line of the match 
was they executed and we did- 
n't," Mahler said. "I thought our 
effort was good at times and we 
dictated the play sometimes, but 
we just need to do it for 90 min- 
utes." 
The Falcons were only able to 
put three shots on the board for 
each half compared to the 22 
shots by OSU. DeGraff was able 
to make five saves in his tenure 
between the posts. 
"We are really going to have to 
raise our level of play for next 
weekend," Mahler said. "If we 
are competitive we have a 
chance to win." 
BGSU will be on the road 
again as they travel to play in the 
James Madison Invitational. 
They will compete against 
George Mason and James 
Madison during the tourna- 
ment. 
Graduation rates hold 
steady at college level 
by Chris Sundheim 
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
INDIANAPOLIS — 
Graduation rates among col- 
lege athletes held steady in the 
most recent NCAA figures, but 
the rate among men's basket- 
ball players dropped to its sec- 
ond-lowest level since 1984. 
The rates, which were 
released Monday and are 
announced annually, reflect 
graduation patterns for athletes 
who entered college in 1994-95. 
While graduation rates for all 
Division I athletes remained at 
58 percent — the same as sur- 
veys conducted the last two 
years by the primary governing 
body for college sports — the 
rate among men's basketball 
players dropped from 42 per- 
cent to 40 percent. 
The rate among white male 
basketball players in Division I 
declined 4 percentage points to 
52 percent. But the rate for 
black male basketball players, 
however, increased by 1 percent 
to 35 percent. That's 4 percent- 
age points higher than the 
black male student body. 
Richard Lapchick. head of 
the Center for the Study of Sport 
in Society at Northeastern 
University in Boston, called 
those figures encouraging. 
"That is a halt of the decline 
of black graduation, so it's kind 
of consistently ratcheting 
down," Lapchick said. 
Lapchick added that the rates 
are "still low enough in basket- 
ball that we have to build in 
safeguards" to ensure athletes 
have a realistic opportunity to 
complete college degrees. 
Black female basketball play- 
ers in Division I showed the sin- 
gle largest increase ever, gradu- 
ating 61 percent from the class 
that enrolled in 1994 — a 9 per- 
centage point jump from the 
previous year and 19 percent- 
age points higher than the 
black female general student 
population. 
"The problem with 
graduation rates 
always is it's a 
snapshot of a single 
year. That may be a 
distorted year." 
RICHARD LAPCHICK. 
HEAD OF THE CENTER FOR THE 
STUDY Cf SPORT IN SOCIETY 
Division I white female bas- 
ketball players also showed a 
slight increase, graduating 70 
percent in the 1994 group, com- 
pared with 69 percent among 
students who entered in 1993. 
Overall, women basketball 
players at Division I schools 
graduated at a rate of 65 per- 
cent, up 2 percentage points. 
Graduation rates for Division 
I football players also improved, 
from 48 percent to 51 percent 
After dropping to an all-time 
low of 55 percent in the 1993 
group, the graduation rate 
among Division 1-A white foot- 
ball players improved to 60 per- 
cent The rate for Division 1-A 
black football players rose three 
percentage points, from 42 per- 
cent to 45 percent 
Experts say the NCAAs fig- 
ures must be interpreted with 
caution. 
"The problem with gradua- 
tion rates always is it's a snap- 
shot of a single year," Lapchick 
said. "That may be a distorted 
year." 
The NCAA began tracking 
graduation rates in 1984, using 
a formula that counts all trans- 
fer students — even if they go 
elsewhere and graduate — 
against the rates of their origi- 
nal school. It allows six years to 
complete a degree program, so 
graduation rates for the 1995 
freshman class will not be com- 
piled and announced until next 
year. 
And although eligibility stan- 
dards were set for incoming 
freshmen in 1986, graduation 
rates have hovered between 57 
and 58 percent. Still, the 
graduation rate among ath- 
letes remained 2 percentage 
points higher than the rate 
for the general student popu- 
lation. 
Athletes who entered col- 
lege under the higher 
Proposition 16 standard, 
which went into effect in 
1996, will not become part of 
the NCAA study until 2003. 
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Loss hurts 
for Browns 
by Tom Withers 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BEREA, Ohio — Less than a 
day after losing their season 
opener on a last-second field 
goal, the Cleveland Browns 
lined up Monday morning for 
their 2001 team picture. 
Needless to say, the photog- 
rapher had trouble eliciting 
many toothy smiles. 
"We let one slip away," cor- 
nerback Daylon McCutcheon 
said of Cleveland's 9-6 loss to 
the Seattle Seahawks "We defi- 
nitely should have won that 
game" 
Should have. Could have. 
Vfould have. 
That's actually a big improve- 
ment on what the Browns did 
the past two seasons while 
going 5-27 under Chris Palmer, 
but still not what coach Butch 
Davis has in mind. 
The Browns came up short in 
Davis' much-anticipated 
debut, losing on Rian Lindells 
52-yard field goal with three 
seconds left. But a few of 
Cleveland's players said the 
Browns lost more than a game. 
They missed a big chance to 
change people's minds about 
what kind of season to expect. 
"We let one slip, period," 
safety Percy Ellsworth said. "But 
it was more than that We let 
one slip as far as getting our 
fans believing in what we were 
telling them and what we were 
showing them all preseason. 
"If we had won that game, it 
would have really helped the 
momentum. If we had won, it 
would have been a little easier 
to go out and practice this 
week." 
No doubt, the Browns will 
work a lot on the offense this 
week as the club prepares to 
open Pittsburgh's Heinz Field 
on Sunday night. 
Cleveland's offense gained 
just 239 yards and 13 first 
downs against a Seattle defense 
missing three of its top four cor- 
nerbacks. Quarterback Tim 
Couch completed 17 of 33 pass- 
es for 176 yards, but he couldn't 
lead the Browns to a touch- 
down. 
Kicker Phil Dawson account- 
ed for Cleveland's points with 
two field goals, but missed 
another. 
Couch didn't play poorly and 
blamed some of the problems 
on first-game jitters. 
But the offense didnt exactly 
live up to its preseason hype of 
being innovative, exciting and 
unpredictable. Instead, it 
looked a lot like the Browns' 
futile offense under Chris 
Palmer the past two seasons. 
"I can see how people could 
draw a correlation," Ellsworth 
said. "I think we have to iron out 
some things. I'm nowhere near 
panicky yet. It wasn't the 100- 
yard performance we've seen. 
They moved the ball, they just 
struggled a little bit. I'm not 
worried yet" 
Twice the Browns got inside 
the Seahawks' 20, but came 
away with just the two field 
goals. 
"Six points isn't going to win 
too many football games in the 
NFL," wide receiver Jajuan 
Dawson said. "We have to find 
ways to get touchdowns, espe- 
cially when we get into the red 
zone." 
Dawson was reminded that 
the Browns only got in there 
two times. 
"We've got to find a way to get 
there, too," he said. 
Perhaps more troubling for 
Davis was the Browns' play on 
special teams. 
After tying it 6-6 on Dawson's 
22-yarder with 2:14 left, the 
Browns failed to properly cover 
the ensuing kickoff and Charlie 
Rogers returned it 49 yards 
Rogers caught the kickoff two 
yards deep in the end zone, 
broke to his left near the 10 and 
sprinted up the sideline before 
getting pushed out of bounds at 
the 47 by Dawson. 
Davis has placed special 
emphasis on special teams, 
saying he based some of his 
final roster cuts on how a player 
could help covering punts, 
kickoffs and on returns. 
"It's a disappointment to 
him, the whole team, the whole 
organization," Little said. "He 
put a lot of emphasis on special 
teams and it's too bad we got 
hurt on that." 
Davis wants to make sure it 
doesn't happen again. 
"We've got to find 11 people 
who will get down there and 
splatter people," he said. 
*
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92.5K,$S FM 
Saturday, September 15,2001 
PcMte S6*te 
8pm-10pm 
92.5 Kiss FM 
Live Remote WVKS 
Admission $2.00 
Rental $1.00 
VARSITY LANES 
$5.00 COLLEGE NIGHT 
Who:     Any college student 
When:   Tucscloy - Thursday, 
9:00- ll :00 p.m. 
Where: Varsity Lanes   -1033 S Mam St 
Bowling Green OH. (352-5247) 
What:    2 hours of bowling & shoos 
slice or pizza w 
& large pop 
Price:    Only $5.00 
per person . 
& dunk spi 
Twins improve to 11-2 vs. Tigers 
DETROIT (AP) — Torii Hunter 
tripled and scored the tiebreak- 
ing run on Matt LeCroys sacrifice 
fly in the ninth inning as the 
Minnesota Twins beat the Detroit 
Tigers 3-2 Monday night for their 
third straight win. 
Minnesota is 11-2 against the 
Tigers this season, including 5-2 
at Comerica Park. It was five 
straight April wins over the Tigers 
that propelled Minnesota to the 
AL Central lead. 
But the Twins are only 21-36 
since the All-Star break and 
began the night seven games 
behind first-place Cleveland. 
Hunter led off the ninth with a 
triple to center off Luis Pineda (0- 
1) and scored easily on LeCroys 
fly ball to right-center. 
Joe Mays (15-13) got the win by 
allowing two runs — one earned 
— and four hits in eight innings, 
and Eddie Guardado finished for 
his sixth save in eight chances. 
For the first seven innings, the 
game was a duel between Mays 
and Steve Sparks. 
Corey Koskie led off the second 
with a triple to the flag pole in 
center field and scored on David 
Ortiz's sacrifice fly. 
Detroit got that back on 
Brandon Inge's sacrifice fly in the 
second after Damion Easley sin- 
gled and Wendell Magee was 
credited with an infield double. 
Magee hit a smash to the short- 
stop hole that glanced off the 
glove of diving shortstop Crisdan 
Guzman and rolled to the line 
behind third base as both run- 
ners advanced. 
Consecutive Twins errors 
broke the tie in the fifth. Easley 
was safe when Koskie threw away 
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CLOSE CATCH: Minnesota Twins third baseman Corey Koskie chases a grounder hit by Detroit Tigers' 
Randall Simon in the fourth inning Monday In Detroit. 
his grounder to third and came 
all the way around when 
Guzman couldn't short-hop 
Magee's grounder and the ball 
bounced into short left. 
Koskie made it 2-2 with an RBI 
single off Matt Perisho in the 
eighth. But with two on rookie 
Pineda struck out pinch-hitter 
Bobby Kielty and Ortiz. 
Game notes 
Sparks needed 104 pitches to 
get through 61/3 innings, but the 
knuckleballer allowed just a run 
on five hits with six strikeouts and 
left with a 2-1 lead.... RHP Todd 
Jones returned to Comerica Park 
for the first time since the Twins 
obtained him from Detroit in a 
July trade for LHP Mark Redman. 
Jones, who greeted and hugged 
several of his former Tigers 
teammates before the game, is 
1 -0 with two saves and a 3.60 
ERA in 17 appearances with 
the Twins. 
Men win; women 
lose in Athens 
Courtesy of bfsufalcons.com 
The Bowling Green State 
University men's cross country 
team began the 2001 season in 
successful fashion, topping host 
Ohio University by a 17-41 score 
in a dual meet Sept. 8. The 
Falcons had the first four finish- 
ers in the 8,000-meter race. 
Redshirt freshman Grant 
Shadden, running in his first col- 
legiate race, was the individual 
winner in a time of 26:02.08. 
Shadden was followed in succes- 
sion by senior Tom Kutter 
(26:06.47) and sophomores Paul 
Niedzwiecki (26:45.20) and Justin 
Perez (26:50.80). 
Other BGSU finishers included 
seniors Chad Kunkle (7th, 
27:05.78), Austin Chapin (8th, 
27:18.39) and Rob Glatz (13th, 
27:52.30), junior Nolan Fahrer 
(14th, 27:55.54), sophomores 
Steve Blasko (17th, 28:04.56), Phil 
King (19th, 28:46.49) and Ed 
Stonestreet (20th, 28:58.35) and 
freshman Kris Lachowski (22nd, 
29:15.72). 
Women 
The Bowling Green State 
University women's cross coun- 
try team got a solid individual 
performance from junior co-cap- 
tain Joy Echler, but it was not 
enough as the Falcons fell lo host 
Ohio University, 20-42, Saturday 
(Sept 8). The race was BGSU's 
first of the season. 
Echler was the individual win- 
ner, finishing in a time of 
18:37.55, but the host Bobcats 
had the next six finishers in the 
dual race. Sarah Lohrbach, the 
Falcons' lone senior, was the sec- 
ond BG runner to cross the finish 
line, placing eighth overall in a 
time of 19:49.26. 
Other BGSU finishers included 
freshman Melissa Krueger (11th. 
20:05.05), juniors Christy Paine 
(12th, 20:12.15) and Cyndi 
Bostdorff (13th, 2022.15), fresh- 
man Elisa Gould (16th, 20:26.18), 
junior Kristin Spicer (18th, 
2134.63) and sophomore Amber 
Culp (19th, 21:57.63). 
FALCON ATHLETE 
OF THE WEEK 
ERIKA FLANDERS 
JUNIOR G0ALTEN0ER 
She posted her second 
shutout on Friday as 
the Falcons defeated 
Samford 2-0. She was 
also named to the 
national "team of the 
week" last week. 
JOE ALLS 
SENIOR TAILBACK 
He scored two touch- 
downs for the Falcons 
along with rushing for 
59 yards to help BG 
defeat Buffalo 35-0. 
a. Create a diverse environment 
b. Interact with others 
C.  Share your ideas 
(<L) If you would like to experience 
all of the above... 
Then apply for 
Undergraduate Student 
Government Cabinet!!! 
• Applications are available 
in the USG office 
404 Saddlemire and 
are due by Sept. 14. 
UND1RCRADUAT1 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
university 
ambassador 
Join on* of BGSU's premier organizations! 
We invite you and your friends interested? 
to our cookout on Wednesday 
night at the Mileti Alumni 
cantor 8:00 pm. Talk with the 
current members and find out 
this is where you want to bel 
17Z-CM4 
Canyttmat 
I72-6KI7 
Applications are du* THIS FRIDAY BY 5 PM 
iraTaai st wam. fiiim. MM watt, CsastaVBwr— 
Environmental Action Group 
Kick off Meeting! 
Environmental Action Group 
invites all students to attend 
a Kick off meeting 
Wednesday Sept. 12th 
in University Hall 211. 
There will be information on this year's events, 
PIZZA, and more! Come one, come all. 
EAG is a campus-based student run organization 
at BGSU. We come together to increase 
environmental awareness and activism 
on campus, in the community, 
and across the world. 
f) EDUCATIOM MAJORS © 
Spend a semester abroad in Lnqland 
Sprinq 2002! 
Open lo :  Freinman, lopnomore or junior Education majors 
mat ore in alive near proqrom 
IMFORMATIONAL MEETIhGS: 
In. s I ii|. September lltn 
2:OOpm 
421 Education 
and 
\ ti M I n|. September 17th 
3:30 pm 
421 Education 
r?,/rr,Amen/> Pro~*W 
?Anu. question* f 
Contact Brendo Jccj 372-7295 or email ly!jou@lx,«l... 
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USe. FROM PAGE 1 
sentatives. According to Fleming, 
-this  would  make  it  virtually 
impossible for students to win 
future seats on the city council. 
C    Another important issue facing 
•♦• student voters in November is the 
S proposed ban of smoking in 
1
 restaurantsinBowlingGreen.The 
measure would ban smoking in 
any business where more than 35 
percent of the revenue comes 
from selling food. 
I    At-large senator Nick Froslear 
vsaid  that voter apathy is an 
important      campus      issue. 
9 According to Froslear, only 13 
percent of University students 
voted in last year's presidential 
election. 
In other business, president Ion 
Bragg opened the first student 
government meeting with an out- 
line of goals for USG. Bragg wants 
to continue making safety 
\ improvements on campus, to 
• encourage technology improve- 
ments and, most importantly, to 
promote strong communication 
between USG and the student 
body. 
"We have a chance this year to 
make a difference ... a chance to 
make a better USG," said vice- 
president Rebecca Fitch. 
In other business, USG swore 
in three new members: Nyesha 
Moore, Catanya Elliott, and jenny 
Burzanko. 
Also, USG elected new com- 
mittee chair members: Brian 
Saxton for Academic Affairs, loel 
Freimark for Student Welfare, 
lonathon Williamson for Internal 
Affairs, Moore for Organizational 
Liaison, Froslear for Finance, and 
Kate Newnam for Rules and 
Procedures. 
During the Senator's reports, 
Froslear addressed the need to 
improve the campus parking sit- 
uation. Moore spoke about how 
USG members should try to be 
more visible by getting more 
involved in different organiza- 
tions and by getting to know their 
constituents better. 
About the first meeting, speak- 
er lason Sobata said, "It could've 
run more smoothly. But for being 
our first meeting, it went really 
well." 
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Campus Events 
ARCS 
Organization meeting Tuesday in 
Oiscamp 215 O 7:30-8:O0pm. -Re- 
ality Job BG- Oiscamp 1150 8:00- 
9:30pm sponsored by the Depart- 
ment ol Management, OOSN, 
SHRM, NAPM. APICS. Open to all 
students in management classes 
and prospects. 
BE A D.J. 
BE ON TV 
WFAL Radio and Video Bank 
information Session Tonight 9pm 
121 West Hall wtal org program- 
mingO wtalstafl.org. 
Dance Marathon 2002 
Information night Wed. Sept. 12 al 
9:15 pm Oiscamp 104. 
EDUCATION ABROAD STUDENTS 
Come share your overseas experi- 
ence with other students who stud- 
ied abroad on Wednesday. Septem- 
ber 12 from 3:00-5:00 p.m. in 1103 
Offenhauer Westl Call 372-047S 
with questions. 
ZELLER, FROM PAGE 1 
of the risk involved with the course, in which 
students read works by Thomas Sowell, 
Christina Hoff Sommers and other contro- 
versial authors. 
Lee said the department's reason for 
rejecting the course was because Zeller's pro- 
posal was "very bad." 
"It was dealing with a very controversial 
subject, but only presenting one side of it," 
Lee said. He added that the course had little 
to do with sociology. 
Zeller had plenty of criticisms for 
University faculty. 
"They've made this place into a knowledge 
and opinion cartel," he said. "(Education 
here) has moved more towards propagan- 
da." 
Lee responded that Zeller has yet to give 
the department the name of a specific 
teacher who discourages students from voic- 
ing politically incorrect views. 
"Professor Zeller has been making this 
complaint without any specifics," Lee said. 
Lee also said Zeller denied the option to 
revise the proposal and represent it. The 
course could have worked, Lee said, but only 
with major revisions. 
Lee doubted Zeller's willingness to com- 
promise. Zeller himself, however, was not 
available for comment on the subject. 
Though Zeller never revised his proposal, 
he pushed for it for about five years both 
before and after presenting it to the board in 
1996, Lee said. 
"It was a long battle before I threw in the 
towel," Zeller said. 
Though he comfortably lives on money 
from his online course and part-time profes- 
sor position at Kent State University, Zeller 
said he did not enjoy leaving his tenured 
position and hurting several of his friend- 
ships in the process. 
"I would've preferred an alternative solu- 
tion," he said. 
RESIGNATION. FROM PAGE 1 
Assemblyman Wendell Williams, D-Las 
Vegas, speaker pro tempore and chairman of 
the Assembly Education Committee. 
"It actually was devastating for her," 
Williams said Tuesday, adding that his wife 
was not comfortable talking to the press. 
"Today is the first day of class for her. Up 
until yesterday 1 couldn't get her to go back," 
he said. 
Zelda Williams did not immediately tell 
her husband about the remark. Cummings 
said Wendell Williams learned of the incident 
from a friend. Cummings met with Williams, 
who had been out of town, to tell him of the 
incident Aug. 27. The following day Meyer 
was notified that the Williams may pursue a 
complaint against him. 
Did you know...       ^~^ 
IN 1927, QJ) 
BABE RUTH 
EARNED $70,000 
GD3L1GC2 IDS QW^ 
WHAT? 
WHEN? 
—' -.asr1 
SEPTEMBER 12, WED, 9P.M. 
203 WEST HALL WHERE? 
WHY? JOURNALISTS DESERVE THE 
THOUGHT AND CARE of those who 
practice IT YOU CAN DO THIS BY 
joining SPJ and also 
• Educational Opportunities 
• Professional Development 
• Exploring Important Issues 
• Chapter Activities/Programs 
• Resume Credentials 
• Invigorating Speakers 
THIS WEEK IN 
FALCON ATHLETIC 
VOLLEYBALL 
Tuesday September iith* 7200PM 
BGSU vs. Dayton 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Sunday, September 16th • 2:00PM 
BGSU vs. Wright State 
STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE WITH VALID BGSU ID 
The BG News Classified 
Fax/Mail-in Form 
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place 
advertising in The News. The decision whether to release this information shall 
be made by the management of The BG News. The purpose of this policy is to 
discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily 
embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted. 
THE BG NEWS WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ERRORS DUE TO ILLEGIBILITY OR 
INCOMPLETE INFORMATION. 
DEADLINE:        1 day prior to publication by 2p.m. 
RATES PER DAY: $1.05 per line (approx. 30-35 spaces per line) 
•$3.15 minimum charge 
• 80C extra on TOTAL BOLD type each day 
CLASSIFIED      1 x 1 box 8 lines maximum $9.00 per insertion 
DISPLAY: 1 x 2 box 16 lines maximum $17.00 per insertion 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM: 
Name/Dept:  
Address:  
Start Date:. Number of Days:. 
BGSU# AREA ORG OBJ 5030 
Days of the Week:  M 
PIN# POO 
T   W  TH   FRI 
Category. 
100 Campus Events" 
110 City Events 
120 Lost/Found 
130 Travel 
140 Services Offered 
ISO Personals' 
160 Wanted 
'Campui tvtntt and Ptnonak mutt bt plated m 
person at 104 Weil Hall. 
170 Help Wanted 
180 For Sale 
190 For Rent 
200 Valentines 
210 Holiday Personal 
220 Senior Farewells 
Fax To: 372-0202 
ATTN:BG News Classifieds 
Or Mail To: 204 West Hall 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, OH 43403 
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Loss hurts 
for Browns 
ky Tom Withers 
IHI ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BEREA, Ohio — Less than a 
day after losing their season 
opener on a last-second field 
goal, the Cleveland Browns 
lined up Monday morning for 
their 2001 team picture. 
Needless to say, the photog- 
rapher had trouble eliciting 
many toothy smiles. 
"We let one slip away," cor- 
nerback Daylon McCutcheon 
said of Cleveland's 9-6 loss to 
the Seattle Seahawks. "We defi- 
nitely should have won that 
game." 
Should have. Could have. 
Wfould have. 
That's actually a big improve- 
ment on what the Browns did 
the past two seasons while 
going 5-27 under Chris Palmer, 
but still not what coach Butch 
Davis has in mind. 
The Browns came up short in 
Davis' much-anticipated 
debut, losing on Rian Lindell's 
52-yard field goal with three 
seconds left. But a few of 
Cleveland's players said the 
Browns lost more than a game. 
They missed a big chance to 
change people's minds about 
what kind of season to expect 
"We let one slip, period," 
safety Percy Ellsworth said. "But 
it was more than that We let 
one slip as far as getting our 
fans believing in what we were 
telling them and what we were 
showing them all preseason. 
"If we had won that game, it 
would have really helped the 
momentum. If we haa won, it 
would have been a little easier 
to go out and practice this 
week." 
No doubt, the Browns will 
work a lot on the offense this 
week as the club prepares to 
open Pittsburgh's Heinz Field 
on Sunday night. 
Cleveland's offense gained 
just 239 yards and 13 first 
downs against a Seattle defense 
missing three of its top four cor- 
nerbacks. Quarterback Tim 
Couch completed 17 of 33 pass- 
es for 176 yards, but he couldn't 
lead the Browns to a touch- 
down. 
Kicker Phil Dawson account- 
ed for Cleveland's points with 
two field goals, but missed 
another. 
Couch didn't play poorly and 
blamed some of the problems 
on first-game jitters. 
But the offense didn't exactly 
live up to its preseason hype of 
being innovative, exciting and 
unpredictable. Instead, it 
looked a lot like the Browns' 
futile offense under Chris 
Palmer the past two seasons. 
"I can see how people could 
draw a correlation," Ellsworth 
said. "I think we have to iron out 
some things. I'm nowhere near 
panicky yet. It wasn't the 100- 
yard performance we've seen. 
They moved the ball they just 
struggled a little bit. I'm not 
worried yet." 
Twice the Browns got inside 
the Seahawks' 20, but came 
away with just the two field 
goals. 
"Six points isn't going to win 
too many football games in the 
NFL," wide receiver laluan 
Dawson said. "We have to find 
ways to get touchdowns, espe- 
cially when we get into the red 
zone." 
Dawson was reminded that 
the Browns only got in there 
two times 
"We've got to find a way to get 
there, too," he said. 
Perhaps more troubling for 
Davis was the Browns' play on 
special teams. 
After tying it 6-6 on Dawson's 
22-yarder with 2:14 left, the 
Browns failed to properly cover 
the ensuing kickoff and Charlie 
Rogers returned it 49 yards 
Rogers caught the kickoff two 
yards deep in the end zone, 
broke to his left near the 10 and 
sprinted up the sideline before 
getting pushed out of bounds at 
the 47 by Dawson. 
Davis has placed special 
emphasis on special teams, 
saying he based some of his 
final roster cuts on how a player 
could help covering punts, 
kickoffs and on returns. 
"It's a disappointment to 
him, the whole team, the whole 
organization," Little said. "He 
put a lot of emphasis on special 
teams and it's too bad we got 
hurt on that." 
Davis wants to make sure it 
doesn't happen again. 
"We've got to find 11 people 
who will get down there and 
splatter people," he said 
*
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92.5K,$s FM 
Saturday, September 15,2001 
PcdUc S6*te 
8pm-10pm 
92.5 Kiss FM 
Live Remote WVKS 
Admission $2.00 
Rental $1.00 
VARSITY LANES 
$5.00 COLLEGE NIGHT 
Who:     Any college student 
When:   Tuesday - Thursday, 
9:00- ll :00 p.m. 
Where: Varsity Lanes   -1033 S. Mam St 
Bowling Green OH  (352 5247) 
What:    2 hours of bowling & shoes, 
slice of pizza k 
& large pop 
Price:    Only S5.00 
per person < 
& drink specials 
Twins 
DETROIT (AP) — Torii Hunter 
tripled and scored the tiebreak- 
ing run on Matt LeCroys sacrifice 
fly in the ninth inning as the 
Minnesota Twins beat the Detroit 
Tigers 3-2 Monday night for their 
third straight win. 
Minnesota is 11 -2 against the 
Tigers this season, including 5-2 
at Comerica Park. It was five 
straight April wins over the Tigers 
that propelled Minnesota to the 
AL Central lead. 
But the Twins are only 21-36 
since the All-Star break and 
began the night seven games 
behind first-place Cleveland. 
Hunter led off the ninth with a 
triple to center off Luis Pineda (0- 
1) and scored easily on LeCroys 
fry ball to right-center. 
Joe Mays (15-13) got the win by 
allowing two runs — one earned 
— and four hits in eight innings, 
and Eddie Guardado finished for 
his sixth save in eight chances. 
For the first seven innings, the 
game was a duel between Mays 
and Steve Sparks. 
Corey Koskie led off the second 
with a triple to the flag pole in 
center field and scored on David 
Ortiz's sacrifice fly. 
Detroit got that back on 
Brandon Inge's sacrifice fly in the 
second after Damion Easley sin- 
gled and Wendell Magee was 
credited with an infield double. 
Magee hit a smash to the short- 
stop hole that glanced off the 
glove of diving shortstop CristJan 
Guzman and rolled to the line 
behind third base as both run- 
ners advanced. 
Consecutive Twins errors 
broke the tie in the fifth. Easley 
was safe when Koskie threw away 
CLOSE CATCH: Minnesota Twins third baseman Corey Koskie chases a grounder hit by Detroit Tigers' 
Randall Simon in the fourth inning Monday in Detroit. 
his grounder to third and came 
all the way around when 
Guzman couldn't short-hop 
Magee's grounder and the ball 
bounced into short left. 
Koskie made it 2-2 with an RBI 
single off Malt Perisho in the 
eighth. But with two on rookie 
Pineda struck out pinch-hitter 
Bobby Kielty and Ortiz. 
Game notes 
Sparks needed 104 pitches to 
get through 61/3 innings, but the 
knuckleballer allowed just a run 
on five hits with six strikeouts and 
left with a 2-1 lead.... RHP Todd 
(ones returned to Comerica Park 
for the first time since the Twins 
obtained him from Detroit in a 
July trade for LHP Mark Redman, 
(ones, who greeted and hugged 
several of his former Tigers 
teammates before the game, is 
1-0 with two saves and a 3.60 
ERA in 17 appearances with 
the Twins. 
Men win; women 
lose in Athens FALCON ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
Courtesy ol bpufalcons.com 
The Bowling Green State 
University men's cross country 
team began the 2001 season in 
successful fashion, topping host 
Ohio University by a 17-41 score 
in a dual meet Sept. 8. The 
Falcons had the first four finish- 
ers in the 8,000-meter race. 
Redshirt freshman Grant 
Shadden, running in his first col- 
legiate race, was the individual 
winner in a time of 26:02.08. 
Shadden was followed in succes- 
sion by senior Tom Kutter 
(26:06.47) and sophomores Paul 
Niedzwiecki (26:45.20) and Justin 
Perez (26:50.80). 
Other BGSU finishers included 
seniors Chad Kunkle (7th, 
27:05.78), Austin Chapin (8th, 
27:18.39) and Rob Glatz (13th, 
27:52.30), junior Nolan Fahrer 
(14th, 27:55.54), sophomores 
Steve Blasko (17th, 28:04.56), Phil 
King (19th, 28:46.49) and Ed 
Stonestreet (20th, 28:58.35) and 
freshman Kris Lachowski (22nd, 
29:15.72). 
Women 
The Bowling Green State 
University women's cross coun- 
try team got a solid individual 
performance from junior co-cap- 
tain loy Echler, but it was not 
enough as the Falcons fell to host 
Ohio University, 20-42, Saturday 
(Sept. 8). The race was BGSU's 
first of the season. 
Echler was the individual win- 
ner, finishing in a time of 
18:37.55, but the host Bobcats 
had the next six finishers in the 
dual race. Sarah Lohrbach, the 
Falcons' lone senior, was the sec- 
ond BG runner to cross the finish 
line, placing eighth overall in a 
time of 19:49.26. 
Other BGSU finishers included 
freshman Melissa Krueger (11th, 
2005.05), juniors Christy Paine 
(12th, 20:12.15) and Cyndi 
Bostdorff (13th, 20-22.15), fresh- 
man Elisa Gould (16th, 20:26.18), 
junior Kristin Spicer (18th, 
21:34,63) and sophomore Amber 
Culp (19th, 21:57.63). 
ERIKA FLANDERS 
JUNIOR G0ALTEN0ER 
She posted her second 
shutout on Friday as 
the Falcons defeated 
Samford2-0. She was 
abo named to the 
national "team of the 
week" last week. 
JOE ALLS 
SENIOR TAILBACK 
He scored two touch- 
downs for the Falcons 
along with rushing for 
59 yards to help BG 
defeat Buffalo 35-0. 
a. Create a diverse environment 
b. Interact with others 
C.  Share your ideas 
(<Q If you would like to experience 
all of the above- 
Then apply for 
Undergraduate Student 
Government Cabinet!!! 
* Applications are available 
in the USG office 
404 Saddlemire and 
are due by Sepc. 14. 
V 
UNDERGRADUATE 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
university 
ambassadors 
Join on* of BGSU's premier organizations! 
We invite you and your friends 
to our cookout on Wednesday 
night at the Miletl Alumni 
canter 8:00 pm. Talk with the 
current members and find out 
this is where you want to be! 
interested? 
Ttaaan Maxssn 
S7Z4H4 
txuxMnOsSMt.. 
Cany Ittvsnt 
I72-M207 
CMtyneajntt... 
Application* are due THIS FRIDAY BY S PM 
I it MfctJ. NaRtari, MAC Nsrti, CavtlavOtrrtw 
Environmental Action Group 
Kick off Meeting! 
Environmental Action Group 
invites all students to attend 
a Kick off meeting 
Wednesday Sept. 12th 
in University Hall 211. 
There will be information on this year's events, 
PIZZA, and more! Come one, come all. 
EAG is a campus-based student run organization 
at BGSU. We come together to increase 
environmental awareness and activism 
on campus, in the community, 
and across the world. 
© EDUCATION MAJORS © 
Spend a semester abroad in tnqland 
Spring 2002! 
Op«i lo :   Fiwshmon, sopnomoce or junk>» [duration majopi 
mat or« in olrw uear proqram 
iMFORrvWTIOMAL MEETIMGS: 
luesdau,, Oeptember 11th 
2:00 pm 
421 Education 
and 
Mondaij, oeptember 17?ri 
3:30 pm 
421 Education 
CWnnAmr*/. PrvsM 
?Anq questions? 
Contact Brenda Jos 372-7295 or email bljou@bq.-l... 
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USG. FROM PAGE 1 
senlalives. According lo Fleming, 
this would make it virtually 
impossible for students to win 
future seats on the city council. 
Another important issue facing 
student voters in November is the 
proposed ban of smoking in 
■ restaurants in Bowling Green. The 
measure would ban smoking in 
any business where more than 35 
percent of the revenue comes 
from selling food. 
•    At-large senator Nick Froslear 
C'said that voter apathy is an 
important      campus      issue. 
■" According to Froslear, only 13 
- percent of University students 
voted in last year's presidential 
election. 
In other business, president Ion 
Bragg opened the first student 
government meeting with an out- 
line of goals for USG. Bragg wants 
to continue making safety 
improvements on campus, to 
encourage technology improve- 
ments and, most importantly, to 
promote strong communication 
between USG and the student 
body. 
"We have a chance this year to 
make a difference ... a chance to 
make a better USG," said vice- 
president Rebecca Fitch. 
In other business, USG swore 
in three new members: Nyesha 
Moore, Catanya Elliott, and jenny 
Burzanko. 
Also, USG elected new com- 
mittee chair members: Brian 
Saxton for Academic Affairs, loci 
Freimark for Student Welfare, 
lonathon Williamson for Internal 
Affairs, Moore for Organizational 
Liaison, Froslear for Finance, and 
Kate Newnam for Rules and 
Procedures. 
During the Senator's reports, 
Froslear addressed the need to 
improve the campus parking sit- 
uation. Moore spoke about how 
USG members should try to be 
more visible by getting more 
involved in different organiza- 
tions and by getting to know their 
constituents better. 
About the first meeting, speak- 
er Jason Sobata said, "It could've 
run more smoothly. But for being 
our first meeting, it went really 
well." 
ZELLER. FROM PAGE 1 
of the risk involved with the course, in which 
students read works by Thomas Sowell, 
Christina Hoff Sommers and other contro- 
versial authors. 
Lee said the department's reason for 
rejecting the course was because Zellers pro- 
posal was "very bad." 
"It was dealing with a very controversial 
subject, but only presenting one side of it," 
Lee said. He added that the course had little 
to do with sociology. 
Zeller had plenty of criticisms for 
University faculty. 
"They've made this place into a knowledge 
and opinion cartel," he said. "(Education 
here) has moved more towards propagan- 
da" 
Lee responded that Zeller has yet to give 
the department the name of a specific 
teacher who discourages students from voic- 
ing politically incorrect views. 
"Professor Zeller has been making this 
complaint without any specifics," Lee said. 
Lee also said Zeller denied the option to 
revise the proposal and represent it. The 
course could have worked, Lee said, but only 
with major revisions. 
Lee doubted Zellers willingness to com- 
promise. Zeller himself, however, was not 
available for comment on the subject 
Though Zeller never revised his proposal, 
he pushed for it for about five years both 
before and after presenting it to the board in 
1996, Lee said. 
"It was a long battle before I threw in the 
towel," Zeller said. 
Though he comfortably lives on money 
from his online course and part-time profes- 
sor position at Kent State University, Zeller 
said he did not enjoy leaving his tenured 
position and hurting several of his friend- 
ships in the process. 
"I would've preferred an alternative solu- 
tion," he said. 
RESIGNATION. FROM PAGE 1 
Assemblyman Wendell Williams, D-Las 
Vegas, speaker pro tempore and chairman of 
the Assembly Education Committee. 
"It actually was devastating for her," 
Williams said Tuesday, adding that his wife 
was not comfortable talking to the press. 
"Today is the first day of class for her. Up 
until yesterday I couldn't get her to go back," 
he said. 
Zelda Williams did not immediately tell 
her husband about the remark. Cummings 
said Wendell Williams learned of the incident 
from a friend. Cummings met with Williams, 
who had been out of town, to tell him of the 
incident Aug 27. The following day Meyer 
was notified that the Williams may pursue a 
complaint against him. 
Did you know... 
IN 1927, 
QjfcABE RUTH 
EARNED $70,000j 
GDQLIGK [IDS QOT^ 
Campus Events 
WHAT? 
WHEN; 
APICS 
Organization meeting Tuesday In 
Olscamp 215 O 7:30-8:00pm. 'Re- 
ality Job BG- CHscamp 1150 8:00- 
9:30pm sponsored by the Depart- 
ment of Management. ODSN. 
SHRM, NAPM. APICS. Open to all 
students in management classes 
and prospects. 
BE A D.J. 
BE ON TV 
WFAL Radio and Video Bank 
information Session Tonight 9pm 
121 West Hall wfal.org program- 
ming O wfalstaft org. 
Dance Marathon 2002 
Information night Wed Sept. 12 at 
8:15 pm Olscamp 104. 
EDUCATION ABROAD STUDENTS 
Come share your overseas experi- 
ence with other students who stud- 
ied abroad on Wednesday. Septem- 
ber 12 from 3:00-5:00 p.m. in 1103 
Otfenhauer West! Call 372-0479 
with questions. 
SEPTEMBER 12, WED, 9P.M. 
203 WEST HALL WHERE? 
WHY? JOURNALISTS DESERVE THE 
THOUGHT AND CARE of those who 
practice IT YOU CAN DO THIS BY 
joining SPJ and also 
• Educational Opportunities 
• Professional Development 
• Exploring Important Issues 
• Chapter Activities/Programs 
• Resume Credentials 
• Invigorating Speakers 
THIS WEEK IN 
FALCON ATHLETICS 
<t f^ VOLLEYBALL # Tuesday September 11th• 7:00PM BGSU vs. Dayton 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Sunday, September 16th • 2:00PM 
BGSU vs. Wright State 
STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE WITH VALID BGSU ID 
GOT SPIRIT? 
IF SO, WE ARE LOOKING FOR 
YOU! YOUR GROUP CAN EARN 
SPIRIT POINTS AND COMPETE 
FOR A GRAND CASH PRIZE! 
WHAT YOU NEED TO DO: 
1.} CHOOSE A HOMECOMING 
REPRESENTATIVE 
2.) HAVE THEM ATTEND THE 
MEETING 
SEPT. 18 @ 9PM 
219 OLSCAMP 
QUESTIONS? email: 
humpd@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Im C    O    M    I    M O    1 
rod tfie flwfr! 
The BG News Classified 
Fax/Mail in Form 
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place 
advertising in The News.The decision whether to release this information shall 
be made by the management of The BG News.The purpose of this policy is to 
discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily 
embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted. 
THE BG NEWS WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ERRORS DUE TO ILLEGIBILITY OR 
INCOMPLETE INFORMATION. 
DEADLINE:        1 day prior to publication by 2p.m. 
RATES PER DAY: $1.05 per line (approx. 30-35 spaces per line) 
•$3.15 minimum charge 
■ 80C extra on TOTAL BOLD type each day 
CLASSIFIED      1x1 box 8 lines maximum $9.00 per insertion 
DISPLAY: 1 x 2 box 16 lines maximum $17.00 per insertion 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM: 
Name/Dept:  
Address:  
Start Date: Number of Days:. 
BGSU# AREA ORG OBJ 5030 
Days of the Week:  M 
PIN# POO  
T   W  TH   FRI 
Category. 
100 Campus Events* 
110 City Events 
120 Lost/Found 
130 Travel 
140 Services Offered 
150 Personals" 
160 Wanted 
'Campus Ertnts and Ptnonah mint btplaad in 
personal 204 Wtsl Hall. 
170 Help Wanted 
180 For Sale 
190 For Rent 
200 Valentines 
210 Holiday Personal 
220 Senior Farewells 
Fax To: 372-0202 
ATTN:BG News Classifieds 
Or Mail To: 204 West Hall 
Bowling Green State Univers 
Bowling Green, OH 43403 
-»      M 
Lost/Found Personals Help Wanted 
Found - Brightly colored beaded 
bracelet. Vicinity ol Hayes Hall 
Thurt. Sept. 6. Stop at BQ News- 
204 West Hall to daim. 
Travel 
*1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas & Flori- 
da. Now hiring Campus Reps. 
1-800-234-7007 
endlesssummertours.com 
Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS, 
Americas »1 Student Tour Operator 
to Jamaica, Mexico. Bahamas or 
Florida. Promote trips on-campus to 
earn cash and tree trips. Informa- 
tion/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 
orwww.ststravel.com 
WINTER AND 
SPRING BREAK 
BEACH & SKI TRIPS 
DON'T DELAY! 
WWW.SUNCHASE.COM 
1-S00-SUNCHASE 
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun 
Coast Vacations wants to send you 
on Spring Break to Cancun. the Ba- 
hamas, Jamaica, or Mazatlan FOR 
FREE! To find out how. call 1-888- 
777-4642 or e-mail 
sales 8 suncoastvacations.com 
•Homecoming 200r 
Rook the Flock 
Student groups: find out how to win 
$$ thru, the spirit point contest. Pick- 
up your organization booklet in 
204 South Hall today! 
Greeks - Got News? 
Let the Gavel know!! 
Send info to 202 West Hall 
or call 372-2440 or 
email mlkimblerOaol.com 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: 
CO-REC 4 PLAYER VOLLEYBALL- 
SEPT. 11. 
NOTICE 
The Bowling Green State University 
("BGSU-| Chapter of Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon Fraternity ("Fraternity") was 
suspended by its National Organiza- 
tion and is not currently operating at 
BGSU. Any individuals holding 
themselves out at BGSU as active 
members of the Fraternity are doing 
so improperly and may be subject to 
legal action. Anyone who pledges 
this inactive group is doing so at 
their own risk and will not be 
recognized as such by the 
Fraternity or BGSU. 
BGSU SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
Unlimited tanning. 1 mth. S30. Fall 
special: buy 2 mths. get 3rd mth. 
free. Campus Tanning. 352-7889 
Services Offered 
Wanted 
Worried about pregnancy? 
Get Tested 
354-4673   BG Pregnancy Center 
Personals 
" Dance Marathon 2002 " 
Core Committee Applications 
available Sept. 10-14 at the Dance 
Marathon office- 450 Saddlemire. 
Must be turned in by Fri, Sept. 14 at 
5 pm 
•Homecoming 2001" 
Rock the Flock 
Interested in helping make Home- 
coming 2001 the best ever? Attend 
a volunteer session tonight at 9pm 
in Olscamp 221. Everyone welcome. 
Bring a friend. 
Female looking for 2 subleasers to 
share 1 bdmv in 2 bdrm. apt. Close 
to   campus.   Call   Jamie   419-308- 
0282. 
Male or female mite, needed. Own 
room. Main St. BG call 352-4434. 
Subleaser wanted. Perfect for single 
prof, or graduate student. 1 bdrm. 
apt. $325/mo. plus electric. Call 352- 
6469. 
Help Wanted 
Attn: Psychology, Social Work & 
Special Educ. majors. Great oppor- 
tunitiy for work experience related to 
your field. Full 4 Pt.time positions 
avail. Call 419-255-6060 or fax re- 
sume to 419-255-6062. 
Ma? 14.1999 
^fc     Th« Toledo lied* Restaurant Crtlx 
' 'I've long argued 
that the best eatery 
between Toledo 
and Columbus 
is   _. 5:00 7:30 
Led Zeppelii 
The Song Remains 
the Same 
9:45 
AE* 
Bon 
AX   |! 
ATA I 
BOWLING OREBtV STATEIMMHIT 
K-A. 
KL;E 
AJXLA. 
f FIJI 
<E»AO 
«X»ICT 
•XCCK 
;nic«x» 
Shape your future today! 
Recruitment Date*: 
September 11.12,13 from 6-10p.m. 
September 18.19 from 7-10p.m. 
XOE 
For more information, contact Jordan Ohlcr O 372-4939 or jordanoObgnet.bgsu.edu 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
ATTENTION STUDENTS 
MOLTEN CORP. 
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST. 
IMMEDIATE HIRE! 
Part Time 
Less than one block from Campus 
S6/HR. STARTING PAY 
3 Shirts available: 
A Shift: 7:00 a.m.-10.00 a.m. 
B Shift: 10:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. 
C Shift: 1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. 
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours 
and getting paid for 3! 
354-8802 
354-8703 
Consolidaled Financial, a local busi- 
ness in Maumee, needs two profes- 
sional individuals to do cold calling 
two nights a week from 7-9 PM. This 
is a great opportunity to get some 
experience in the financial services 
industry. The pay will be $10/hr. For 
an interview please contact Kevin 
Carroll ©{419)891-3100. 
Desks clerks needed for local motel. 
3-4, 8 hr. shifts/week. Must work 
weekends. Different shifts avail. In- 
quire at Buckeye Inn & Studios. M- 
F.8-4. 
General Office Assistant. Duties in- 
clude: processing and formulation 
reports; setting up record notebooks 
and files; and photocopying. Must 
be proficient in Word and Excel. 
Looking for an individual who is a 
self-starter, motivated, and possess- 
es excellent organizational and 
communication skills. $5.90/hr, 10 
hrs/week. Resume and two letters of 
recommendation required for 
interview. Call Mary, 372-8181 for 
appointment. Application deadline 
September 13. 2001. 
Greeks - Got News? 
Let the Gavel know!! 
Send info to 202 West Hall 
or call 372-2440 or 
email mlkimblerOaol.com 
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT-assist 
persons with MR/DD with daily living 
skills in a Residential setting. No ex- 
perience necessary. Positions avail- 
able ranging from 17 to 71 hours bi- 
weekly. S9.00-S12.25 per hour 
based upon experience. High school 
diploma/GED required. Application 
packet may be obtained from Wood 
County Board of MR/DD, 11160 
East Gypsy Lane Rd., Bowling 
Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday, 
8:00am-4:30pm. E.O.E. 
Cla-Zcl Theatre 
Downtown BG. • 353-1361 
www.cla-zel com 
Ed Harris & Marcia Gay 
Mod 
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1 Water channel 
2 Form of be 
3 Born 
40kj 
5 Bone 
8 Bit 
7 Region 
8 Irony 
9 Grow 
10 Dined 
11 Information 
16 Preposition 
18 Before (Poetic) 
20 Cap 
Across 
I Able 
4Pop 
8 Ocean 
II Lady 
12 Former Russian emperor 
13 Small bug 
14 Article 
15 7th Greek letter 
17 EMtst 
19 Make tatting 
21 _ King Cole 
23 Opera solo 
24 Expression of sorrow 
26 Dine 
28 Mistakes 
30 Scar 
32 17th Greek letter 
34 Self 
35 Atop 
37 Tongue 
40 Prefix meaning "In" 
41 Sack 
43 Done 
44 Haul 
48 Tehran Is the capital 
48 Gang 
50 Substance 
53 Iran's monetary unit 
55 Angry 
57 Peak 
58 Park police 
60 Help1 
62 Exist 
63 N. American Indian 
64 Bright star 
66 Aid 
68 Ever (poetic) 
69FrseJiweterduck 
70 Each 
22 Earrs territory 
25 Unhappy 
27 Article 
29 Father's boy 
31 Free 
33 Fall month (abbr.) 
35 Sash 
36 TeH 
38 Focus 
39 Clothes 
42 Type of dive 
45 Sage 
47 Gripe 
49 Basic 
51 Serious 
52 Allowance 
54 Season of fasting 
56 Achieve 
58 Woe 
59 Fish eggs 
61 Sucker 
65 Eastern state (abbr.) 
67 Exist 
Answers 
Help Wanted Help Wanted 
Now hiring. Mountain Jacks Steak 
House. 5335 Airport Hwy., Toledo 
Apply In person. 
Spnng Break 2002 - Reps wanted 
15 Sales=2 Free / 30 Sales*3 Free 
"It's a No Brainer" 
Cancun - Jamaica - Florida 
& Morel!! 
For the Best Rates 
Go To: sunsplashtours.com 
1-800-426-7710 
OUTBACK 
■v^STE A KH O USE®^ 
Is Now Hiring: 
Busers, Cooks, Servers 
& Hosts/Hostesses 
• Top wages 
• Flexible Hours 
• Pold \racattons 
• Health/Dental Insurance 
• Quarterly incentive bonuses 
Apply In person 
Mon. - Fri. 2-4 
401 W. Dussel Road 
Mournoe, OH 43537 
(Just a lew minutes from fWI 
take I-475W to Outset-torn right.) 
Babysitter needed PT M-F. 
Children's ages are 16 mo, 3 yrs, 
and 6 yrs. Must have experience, be 
energetic, patient and love kids. Ex- 
cellent pay! Call eve. 874-7719 or 
daytime 872-4477. 
Telemarketing positions in BG. 
S8 00/hr plus commission. Call 353- 
9634 Can start immediately. 
The Kohler Bath House, a plumbing 
& fixture showroom in Perrysburg. is 
looking for a reliable, committed, 
part-time person to help work nights 
(Mon & Thurs.). and Saturdays until 
2. Previous sales experience a plus, 
paid hourly & commission. Fax re- 
sume to 419-874-9529. 
Try Fund-U, a no cost fundraismg 
program that's easy and reliable 
Call 1-868-46-FUND-U or visit 
www.fund-u.com 
WAREHOUSE POSITION 
Kellermeyer Company-Bowling 
Green Distribution Center has a full 
time warehouse position Sunday 
through Thursday from 5:00 PM to 
1 30 AM with benefits after 90 days. 
Duties include picking merchandise 
and loading of trucks Prior ware- 
house experience preferred but not 
necessary. Applicant must test drug 
free and submit to background 
check and be able to lift 60-100 lbs 
on occasion. Will train on forklifl. 
Can (800) 445-7415, Ext. 220 be- 
tween the hours of 8:00am and 
5:00pm and ask for Helen. 
Mike s Party Mart 
,,. 
•Natural Lifiht fcaseJ 
$9.49 
•Imported Wine 
•Jack Daniels Country Cocktails 
•Ice/Beer Tan 
THINK OF US WHEN F'l AMMING YOUR NEXT r4RTY' 
Help Wanted: 
INSTRUCTORS 
Owens Community College 
INSTRUCTORS. FITNESS (PART-TIME) 
Owens Community College is seeking 
Part-time Fitness Instructors 
(Toledo Campus). 
Current CPR certification required. 
Current certification by a nationally 
recognized accredited organization 
required. Instructors needed for 
Aerobics, STEP, Kickboxing, Pikttes, 
Yoga, Body Sculpting, etc. Morning, 
afternoon, evening classes available. 
For application materials, please contact! Human 
Resources, P.O. Sax 10,000, Toledo, OH 
43690-1047, (410)661-7392, or 
download application farm at 
www.oweni.ee.oh.u». 
Please refer fa Job f MStOlTMF. 
DsoaWne.- September 21, 1001. 
AA/K>[ 
Help Wanted 
Attention: Semester Work 
Continue working through fall se- 
mester. $14.15 base-appt.. guaran- 
teed starting pay. Fun work environ- 
ment w/other students. 10- 
40/hrsVwk around classes. 
Coops/Scholarships awarded, con- 
ditions exist Customer 
service/sales, no telemarketing, no 
door-to-door sales. No experience 
necessary, we train. Must have posi- 
tive attitude & good people skills. 
Call Mon.-Fn. 9a-6p, Sal. 11-3. 
874-1327 
www.workforstudents.com/np. 
For Sale 
••1994 Roland port. 88 note, touch 
sensitive digital piano-stereo in slice 
out Hdphs., Peavey HKS, 40 wt. 
tower amp, patch card, carrying bag, 
other extras $950 for everything. 
••Yamaha console 42" piano, mint 
condll! Prof, maintained by tech. for 
the Toledo Symphony. In piano hu- 
midity system Asking $1500 
419-874-8484 
'89 red VW GTI, 2 door. 5 spd., pw 
tint, great campus car. Must sell. 
$2000- Josh. 373-1995 or 308-0444 
91 Mazada Protege, arn/frn stereo, 
automatic, 4 door. Clean, nice 
condition. Asking $1200 or bast 
offer. 352-0020. 
'94 Olds Achieva 2 dr. excellent 
cond. Sunroof, CD player. 76K miles 
$5000 OBO 697-4222 
'99 V6 Cougar. $242 Mo. Need out 
ol lease. 354-7379. 
Assorted kitchen items, small TV, 
kitchen table with chairs, and 
microwave lor sale Call 353-4540 
Bed  -  Queen  pillow top,  new,  In 
plastic.  Full manufacturer's warran- 
ty. Retail $800. Sacrifice $189. Can 
deliver. Call 419-392-7465. 
Brand new  external  Sony  CD-RW 
burner.  12 x 8 x 32.  Never been 
used   I link cable included. Asking 
$250. 354-0278. 
DJ'S GOT VINYL? 
Collection of New Hip Hop. R * B, 
and POP Records guaranteed to get 
your next PARTY STARTED. Over 
200 titles in ALL, including 12's from 
artists like: Trick Daddy, Beanie 
Sigel, Foxy Brown, Method Man, 
D12, and many others. Worth 
$1000, asking $600 or best offer. 
waxlova7160DR.com. 
Gateway Laptop. 
Call Amanda. 
353-6166. 
Macintosh power book 190 CS. In- 
dudes software 4 int. modem. $250 
OBO. Like new. 372-0551  
WEDDING OFFM 
Must sell 7 day/6 night Florida- 
Bahama trip. $300 OBO. Call 353- 
8285 
For Rent 
€tm ££ 
2 & 3 bdrm. turn. apt. w/ AC 
Available Now 
352-7454 
2 bdrm. female oriented apt. 
No smoking 
353-5074 
One 3 room apt. available now. 
Newly decorated - in large house. 
352-5822. 
Two, 2 bedroom houses- dose to 
campus. Grad. students prof. 
Available now. 352-5822.   ' 
Upper duplex available now. 
Grad students preferred. 
352-5822. 
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Greeks await new leadership 
Waple's relocation leaves more holes in Office of Greek Affairs 
By Melissa Kimbler 
Editor-in-Chief 
Last year, the September issue 
of 77* Gavel opened by intro- 
ducing ]e(f Waple as the asso- 
ciate director of Creek Affairs. This 
year. 77ie Gavel begins by announc- 
ing his departure. 
On Aug. 28. Greek presidents were 
assembled for an emergency meet- 
ing with Linda Newman, the inter- 
im director of Residence Life. 
Newman announced that Waple 
had been transferred to a position in 
Dining Services. Newman would not 
disclose the reasons for his transfer 
As of Sept. 7 no successor was 
named. 
The announcement came less 
than two weeks before the 
Panhellenic and Interfraternal 
Councils were to begin formal 
recruitment Newman does not 
feel that the absence of a director 
will affect fall recruitment 
efforts. 
"We have 11 graduate house direc 
tors with associations in Greek 
Affairs," she said. "IFC and the 
Panhellenic Council have recruit- 
ment plans in place. There is also a 
large number of staff who are pre- 
sent who can lielp " 
Rachael Fogle. president of. 
Panhell. agrees that recmitment 
should still be successful. 
"The advisors we have are great." 
she said. The community is going 
to work closely with each other and 
have a great semester* 
Before Waple was dismissed from 
Greek Affairs, the office was already 
suffering from staff shortages. 
According to Newman, the number 
of vacancies provided the opportu- 
nity to find out if the area's organi- 
zational chart was the best possible 
one for the program. "We were 
able to look and see if we could 
reconfigure some of the positions," 
she said. 
Newman added that the 
University has one of the largest 
Greek Affairs staffs in trie nation. 
"Bowling Green is unique. Very 
few programs in the country house 
Greek organizations on campus, or 
so many chapters." This means that 
Bowling Green's Greek Affairs staff 
must be attuned to the issues and 
policies of Residence Life in addition 
to Greek Affairs. 
Newman commented that "there 
is no search" for a replacement, but a 
successor should be in place imme- 
diately. According to Newman, 
Waple's replacement "will need a tot 
of qualities." Ideally. Newman  is 
hx)king for someone who has "expe- 
rience managing a program ... super- 
vising experience, and a knowledge 
and passion for Greek Affairs." 
Newman also believes the new asso- 
ciate director should be a positive 
role model and have the ability to 
build relationships. 
Relationships, she said, will be one 
of the main concerns of the recon- 
figured Greek Affairs office 
"We want Greek Affairs to be 
focused on relationship developing 
this year—with University students, 
with staff... with alumni and alum 
ni advisors." 
Newman would also like to see 
the Greek community develop into 
"a community that is healthy and 
expanding... with chapters who live 
by their rituals. 
"If every chapter looked at the 
founding principles and lived by 
them, we would have a very healthy 
community that values leadership, 
scholarship and service, while also 
providing a social outlet," she said 
The first three are most important 
All three of those components are 
important for the growth of the 
Greek system." 
Waple was in the mids,t of his 
plans to expand the Greek com- 
munity. He had hoped to double 
the numbers of Greek students 
Several student plans that were 
enacted under his administration 
include the formalization of the 
IFC's recruitment process, the cre- 
ation of a Greek marketing 
brochure and the first Greek carni- 
val. During his tenure. Waple also 
saw the birth of the Greek 
Independent Board and helped 
recruit a new IFC chapter. Delta 
Sigma Phi. to the University. 
GREEK COUNCILS EXPLAINED 
By Melissa Kimblcr 
Editor-in-Chief 
The Greek community at the 
University is made up of 40 individ- 
ual chapters. Each of the chapters 
falls into one ol the four governing 
Ixjdies: the Greek Independent 
Board, the Interfraternal Council, 
the Panhellenic Council or the 
National Pan-Hellenic Council 
These bodies are led by a group of 
executive members who represent 
the community to University 
administrators and staff. 
Each council meets regularly with 
Its chapter presidents to discuss 
issues and events that affect their 
member chapters. The council also 
proposes and votes on new legisla- 
tion and has the ability to make 
changes in the way Greek life is run 
at the University. The executive 
boards are supported by cabinets 
and committees that provide Greek 
members a variety of leadership 
positions. 
While each council aims to repre- 
sent and maintain its member chap- 
ters, they each act with different 
goals in mind and in different man- 
ners. The following are overviews of 
the Greek leadership bodies at the 
University: 
Greek Independent Board 
The GIB serves as a unification 
and empowerment group for all rec- 
ognized fraternities and sororities 
The purpose of the board is to pro- 
mote and foster positive Inierfrater- 
nal relations, communication and 
the development of all fraternal 
organizations. President of GIB, 
Keith Trevino. says it is important to 
note that "although the GIB was 
founded by two Latino organiza 
tions, the board does not solely 
reflect the views of those two Insti- 
tutions. 
The board was established to rep- 
resent the organizations that are not 
affiliated with the three existing 
councils and organizations who 
may be new to BGSU. Therefore, 
GIB is not a council only for Latino 
organizations. All organizations 
from any aspect of Greek life are wel- 
comed to be a part of this organiza- 
tion." 
The board is led by: 
President. Keith Trevino 
Secretary. Rosa Acevedo 
Treasurer. Alex Hernandez 
Interfraternal Council 
The IFC intends to foster loyalty 
to the ideals of the University and 
promote intellectual, cultural, and 
social growth. The IFC oversees 12 
fraternities. 
The council meets biweekly in 
Room 110 in the Business 
Administration Building. Meetings 
begin al 9.1 D p.m. oinloic led by. 
President. Richard Hayn 
Vice President of External Affairs. 
Scott Rising 
Vice President of Internal Affairs. 
Nathan Rodgers 
Treasurer. Jonathan Hamen 
Chief Justice, Matt Roberts 
National Pan-Hellenic Council 
NPHC is the governing body of 
historically African-American social 
sororities and fraternities. NPHC 
events include fall and spring Ice 
Breakers and a Black History Month 
luncheon. According to its presi- 
dent, Norme'a Banner. "Our goals 
for this year are to promote unity 
amongst the "Divine N:ne'  Black 
Greek-letter organizations on cam 
pus. provide programs tliat will edu- 
cate the community on what  it 
means to be a member of a Black 
Greek-letter organization, unify the 
Greek community as a whole and 
provide a resource for Black Greek- 
See COUNCILS, Page 16 
Nick Hurnv'TAf Cavti 
TAKING CHARGE: Richard Hayn, president of the Interfraternal 
Council, opens the floor for questions and debate. The council meets biweekly 
to discuss and vote on issues that affect its member chapters. 
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MISSION STATEMENT 
The Gavel Is an inde- 
pendent publication for 
all students that focuses 
on the issues of the 
Greek community. We 
are here to serve the 
needs of our audience 
and will try to work with 
them to make the publi- 
cation enjoyable and 
informational to our 
readers. 
STAFFEDITORIAL 
IFG proposal: step 
in right direction 
Greek T-shirts, paraphernilia sometimes too risky 
"W Te lay moie than just 'bricks... " -You'll like us... 
your girlfriend does ... " 
These slogans carry a lot of 
shock value but they don't convey 
a lot of class. And unfortunately, 
these questionably witty phrases 
have become fraternity uniform 
during recruitment season. 
To clean up the fraternity 
clothes on campus, the 
Interfratemal Council made a 
bold step. They proposed that 
-fraternity paraphernalia, includ- 
ing fliers and posters, will make 
no reference in any way. be it 
images or printed words, to 
women or alcohol ... including 
words or images printed with hid- 
den meaning ..." 
IFC is moving in the right direc- 
tion. As the governing body, they 
should monitor the Greek para- 
phernalia distributed by chapters. 
The reputation of the entire com- 
munity is at stake whenever any of 
its members advertises in such a 
bawdy way as "We lay more than 
just bricks" or "You'll like us... your 
girlfriend does." 
Lewd and suggestive apparel 
does get attention, and occasional- 
ly a good chuckle. But the men 
who are attracted to these mes- 
sages are not the quality men that 
fraternities should be trying to 
recruit—not if the four pillars of 
the fraternal community are lead- 
ership, service, scholarship and 
brotherhood. 
The memorabilia touted by 
each individual chapter represents 
Greek life to the outside world. 
And as a Greek member, you are 
responsible for representing the 
entire community. The indepen- 
dent public that you interact with 
will associate "being Greek' with 
your behavior—be it appropriate 
or not. 
For most of the independent 
public the Greek alphabet is a mys- 
tery. The Creek Week theme still 
rings true—"No matter the letter, 
we're Greek together." To the inde- 
pendent world, you are not an 
Alpha Alpha Zeta. You are Creek. 
While the values and practices of 
each individual chapter are differ- 
ent, none of the houses was found- 
ed on the principle of "get drunk 
and screw." 
The fraternity fashion designers' 
intentions may be benign, but they 
pose a very real danger to the repu- 
tation of social fraternities. Greeks 
cannot ask people to discard 
Animal House-style stereotypes if 
they're wearing them on their 
sleeves. 
EDITORLETTERS 
Don't count some 
freshmen out 
Our society is one that 
undoubtedly thrives on the 
principle of classification. 
From the clothes we wear to 
the vehicles we drive, our lives 
are labeled—packaged and 
arranged for our convenience. 
Regrettably, this fad is find- 
ing its way into the ideologies 
of Greek recruitment. 
For those of us that find our- 
selves in discussions about 
recruitment, three phrases keep 
coming up.  These latest buzz- 
words on the Greek scene clas- 
sify students as "joiners," 
"maybe-joiners" and "never- 
joiners." The labels refer to 
three types of new undergradu- 
ate students and their likeli- 
hood of going Greek. 
For those not familiar with 
the preceding terms, a "joiner" 
is a student that typically has 
had exposure to Creek life, 
acknowledges its benefits and 
plans to go Greek.  A 'maybe- 
joiner." on the other hand, is a 
student that may express inter- 
est in Greek life, but admitted- 
ly has some doubts.  (Which is 
welcomed: To be skeptical of 
anything unknown is a natural 
reaction.) 
This brings me to the last, 
and I think, least valuable of 
the buzzwords, "never-joiner." 
Exactly what is a "never-join- 
er?" Your average "never-join- 
er" comes to campus still heed 
ing the warnings and stereo- 
types of Greeks that were rein- 
forced for yoars before college 
enrollment. 
With this being so. it may 
interest you to know that I am 
the "never-joiner" 1 just 
described. 
It Is true.  1 am the kid in 
your dorm room who swore he 
would never step foot in a fra- 
ternity house.  1 am the girl in 
your psychology class who 
sneered at "buying your 
friends." 
I am also the guy who now 
tirelessly defends the Greek 
typecast.  But ... you thought I 
was a "never-joiner." "Why am 
I suddenly an advocate for 
Greek life?" you ask. 
My answer ...I am now a 
proud member of the 
University Greek community.  I 
am a member because the men 
I now consider my brothers did 
not view me as a cynical 
"never-joiner" and considered 
me a "maybe-joiner." 
You see. having been a 
"never-joiner," I whole-heart- 
edly attest to the fact that 
there is no such thing. 
TyFoust 
Alpha Sigma Phi vice president 
tyfoust@hotrnail.com 
LETTERS TO THE 
EDITOR POLICY 
Letters to the Editor 
can be submitted to: 
202 WestHall 
Bowling Green, 
Ohio, 43403 or 
gaveieiistproc.bgsu.edu 
The Gavel encourages 
reader participation. 
Letters to the Editor 
should be 500 words or 
less. The editor reserves 
the right to print, edit or 
withhold any submis- 
sions. The Gavel does not 
necessarily support any 
or all of the views on 
this page, as they are 
opinions. 
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GREEKS 
SPORTS 
Senior Andy Heers 
is the only BG greek 
of the gridiron 
By Nick Hurra 
Photo Editor 
Nick Hum,/ n* Gavtl 
DOUBLE TEAM: Andy Heers visits his fraternity house to see the guys whenever he can. Heers is the only Greek 
football player. The senior from Lagrange, OH is a member of Phi Kappa Tau and a safety for the undefeated Falcons. 
II would seem like an impossi- 
: i li' task for the average Joe: Play 
football, be active in a fraterni- 
ty, hold a job and still manage to hit 
the books as a full-time student. But 
Andy Heers is no average Joe. 
What is a typical day like for 
Heers? 
"Normally 1 have class at 8:30, 
9:30 and 10:30." Heers said. "I'm out 
at the stadium for football at 1:30. 
Practice is over anywhere from 5 to 
6:30 pm. Then, like tonight. I have 
class from 6 to 9 pm. It takes up 
quite a bit of time." 
Heers isn't finished with his 
schedule yet though. 
"Every now and then. I have to 
work over at Ziggy's." Heers said. 
"That really screws up my schedule 
because I am usually up until 3 am. 
I also attend all the chapter meetings 
on Sunday." 
It's a demanding schedule for the 
Phi Kappa Tau member. He is the 
only player on the Falcon football 
team who is also Greek. Heers said 
one of the biggest reasons there 
aren't more gridders who are Greek 
is because both functions take up so 
much time. 
"It takes up a lot of time." Heers 
said. "It's hard, especially right now. 
I just make time and go over to the 
house to visit the guys. The guys 
give me leeway because they know 
I'm busy. Everbody understands 
what's going on." 
Heers didn't plan on doing both. 
Heers 
He joined Phi 
Kappa Tau in the 
fall of his freshman 
year, then decided 
to try to walk on 
the football team 
that spring. 
"The fall of my 
freshman year I 
joined so I could meet people." 
Heers said. "Come spring I wanted 
something to do. I've gotten to meet 
a lot more people because I'm doing 
both." 
Heers says that he doesn't get any 
special treatment from his fraternity 
because he is a football player. 
"I'm just another one of the 
guys." the Lagrange native said. 
"Everybody in the fraternity does 
what they want to do and football is 
what I want to do." 
Even though Heers has little time 
to relax, he wouldn't trade his sched- 
ule for anything. 
"It's my senior year and there's no 
other time I can play football and be 
in a fraternity and go to school," 
Heers said. "I'm just living it up." 
There is more to the story than 
Heers and his busy schedule. Heers 
desire and passion for football is evi- 
dent in his commitment to the 
sport. The 6-foot, 190-lb. senior was 
named MVP of his high school team 
and also won the coach's award. He 
walked on with the Falcons in the 
spring of '98. but has never seen 
game action. Heers jokingly consid- 
ers himself a tackling dummy for the 
See ATHLETE, P»ge * 
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Feeding Falcon fans to help needy 
Brothers run concession 
for Christian Food Pantry 
By Nilri Sams 
Assistant Editor 
The brothers o( Lambda Chi 
Alpha an? looking forward to foot- 
ball season. Since 1989, lambda 
Chi Alpha has operated a concession 
stand at Perry stadium to raise 
money for charity. 
They collect 13 percent of the 
overall earnings for working during 
games. Lambda Chi Alpha has cho- 
sen the Bowling Green Christian 
Food Pantry as the beneficiary. 
This year, the men will operate 
stand number six, which sits on the 
northeast comer of the stadium. 
"We staff the stand with 12 to 15 
brothers and send two to three up in 
the seats to 'hawk' items," said chap- 
ter vice president Patrick Conway. 
"We like to go and willingly drag 
people down from the stands to 
come join us and buy food," said Jeff 
Paquin, who is in charge of the con- 
cession stand. 
"I like the energy that the food 
stand brings because you know it's 
going to charity," said Damien 
Thorkelson, chapter president. "I 
find it rewarding because it shows 
our support for the athletic team 
and raises money at the same time." 
The brothers are always enthusias- 
tic about working at the games. "I 
send a volunteer sign up sheet 
around for each game at the begin- 
ning of the school year," explained 
Conway. "We never have a problem 
with volunteers." 
"Working at the game is a lot of 
fun and it is fun supporting the 
team and watching the games," said 
member Matt Eglan. 
Tony Rtcmk/TTx Gn*l 
STANDING UP:   Scott O'Neal, mans the counter of the Lambda Chi Alpha consetion stand at Perry Stadium, dur- 
ing the football game versus Buffalo. Money raised from the stand goes to the Bowling Green Christian Food Pantry. 
ATHLETE 
Continued from Page 5 
team. Practices are like games to 
him. Heers says he goes out there 
and does what he can. 
Heers went through some 
injuries since joining the team and 
took last year off because of it. His 
dream of playing lured him back 
and he said that BG head coach 
Urban Meyer and defensive coor- 
dinator Tim Beckman were more 
than fair by giving him a shot to 
get back on the team. 
Teammates, and even some 
coaches, consider Heers to be BG's 
Rudy Rudiger. Like Rudiger, Heers 
says there is nothing quite like 
running out of the tunnel before a 
football game. 
"It's a huge adrenaline rush," 
Heers said. "I never forget running 
out onto the field against Toledo. I 
think I was the second guy out of 
the tunnel. I don't know how I 
weaseled my way out there. It was 
such a rush and, man. I wanted to 
be out there on the field playing." 
Heers knows he's got to show 
something before he gets that 
shot. With three talented strong 
safeties in front of him, Heers' 
chances look slim. He has some 
hope that his teammates might be 
able to build a big enough lead so 
the senior might get his shot to 
play. That's what Heers dreams 
about. 
"It's crossed my mind," Heers 
said. "I would love it. I'll be disap- 
pointed if we do get some big wins 
and I never get in. but it's all 
worth it in the end." 
Until that time. Heers is sticking 
to his busy schedule, enjoying his 
senior year and hoping that his 
time will come to walk out on the 
field. 
In Ohio, it is against the law to 
fish for whales on Sunday and to 
get a fish drunk. 
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Cavanaugh helps with recruitment 
Outstanding 
member helps with 
recruitment over 
long break. 
UyNiluSanis 
Assistant Editor 
Many changes have been 
made in preparation for 
[his year's formal 
Panhellenic recruitment. Melissa 
Cavanaugh, vice president of 
Panhell recruitment has been the 
backbone of these improvements. 
"As my advisor, Ryan Lovell, 
once told me, There is no more 
important job with no greater 
reward. You are responsible for 
bringing in new members, the 
lifeblood of our community, into 
Greek Life,'" Cavanaugh said. 
"1 have learned that it is very 
true that when you become a 
member of your own sorority, you 
are also a member of an awesome 
community," continued 
Cavanaugh. "For example, 1 can 
not only turn to my sorority sisters 
when 1 need help or have a prob- 
lem, or even need advice, I can 
turn to any one of the Panhell 
executive board members as well." 
Cavanaugh, who is also a mem- 
ber of the Greek Affairs marketing 
committee, helped Erin Fox, 
Kappa Delta house director, with 
the planing of the Greek carnival. 
The carnival was a major phase of 
the preparation for this year's 
recruitment, according to Jeff 
Waple, the former associate direc- 
tor of Greek Affairs. Students were 
able to talk to Greek members and 
sign up for recruitment. 
"I could not have planned Greek 
carnival without her," Fox said. 
"Melissa worked very hard for the 
Greek community and did a lot of 
behind-the-scenes work for the 
Panhellenic Council. 
"She never mentioned her own 
chapter to me" Fox said. "She was 
always looking at the big picture." 
Being part of recruitment is not 
the only thing Cavanaugh has 
done. She served on the elections 
committee for her sorority, was 
elected human relations represen- 
tative for the Panhell cabinet, and 
is currently a member of Rho 
Lambda, a national Panhellenic 
recognition society. Cavanaugh 
also attended Emerging Leaders 
and the Undergraduate 
Interfraternity Institute leadership 
retreat at Purdue University. This 
summer, Cavanugh took time out 
from planning recruitment to be a 
tour guide for Orientation and 
Registration. 
"Melissa Cavanaugh defines 
who a sorority woman on this 
campus should be. She is classy, 
charming and an incredibly hard 
worker," Jordan Ohler, recruitment 
chaiman for the Interfraternal 
Council, said. "Melissa truly lives 
her sorority's motto: Together let 
us seek the heights.'" 
Cavanaugh, who is a junior 
apparel merchandising and prod- 
uct development major does not 
plan on starting her career imme- 
diately after graduation next May. 
"I have considered being a trav- 
eling consultant for my sorority on 
the national level," Cavanaugh 
said. She would like to "meet the 
women within a particular chapter 
and help them with anything they 
need improvement upon. 
"After I am a consultant, I would 
like to be a buyer or a product 
developer." 
Damien Thorkleson, president 
of Lambda Chi Alpha, said, 
"Melissa is the most dedicated 
Panhel member I've seen in a 
while." 
"I am very excited to see how 
Panhellenic Recruitment turns out 
this year. I just hope every poten- 
tial woman participating in 
recruitment has a truly genuine 
experience," Cavanaugh said. 
"My number one piece of advice 
to all of the potential sorority 
women is as you make the deci- 
sion of lifetime membership ... 
that you take time to prioritize in 
what you are really looking for in a 
sorority, and then find it." 
MELISSA CAVANAUGH 
"Melissa Cavanaugh 
defines who a sorority 
woman on the campus 
should be. She is classy, 
charming and an incredi- 
bly hard worker." 
Jordan Ohler, IFC rccuitmcnt chair 
THE EASY ALTERNATIVE 
1) Visitor Information Center MN 
2) Harshman Quad MN 
3) Fine Arts MN 
4) Library & East Hall MN 
5) Centrex MN 
6) Founders MN 
7) Ridge & N. College MN 
8) Life Science MN 
?) Airport N 
9) Field House N 
10) Merry & Willard MN 
11) Willard & Ridge MN 
12)  Kreischer Quad/ 
Rec Center MN 
13) Alumni Center MN 
■ ■     • The Main Route shuttles operate at approximately 7 minute intervals weekdays 
^^^^^^^^J from 7am - 7pm and 7:30am-7:OOpm. 
• The Night Route operates at approximately 15 minute intervals weekdays 
^^M         ^^M from 7pm - 3am & Sunday 4pm - 3am and 7pm - 11pm at 20 minute intervals 
I^JHHHI^H (2 busses on Sunday night). 
™ ™       • The shuttle bus only stops at the designated drop-off/ pick-up locations. 
• No shuttle bus service in the summer. • Charter Service available year round. 
The shuttle bus provides service to the following areas:M (Main Shuttle) N (Night Route) 
SHUTTLE SERVICE 
• On-call Shuttle service is available by calling 
2-RIDE (2-7433) during 
designated hours: 
3am - 8am Mon. - Fri.; 
8am - 4pm Mon. - Fri.; 
3am - 8am Sat & 7pm Sat. - 8am Sun. 
• Shuttle service can provide, 
transportation from 
1) 3ani-8am:rji::pus parking lots 
6,8,9, 12, 18 & 20 to any 
campus building. 
2) 3am-8am:Any campus building 
to campus parking lots 6, 8, 12, 
18 & 10. 
3) Hospital, airport. Field House. 
Olscamp. & some of the off campus apartments. 
I Ridge 4 K 
HifeScim 
3.Ptatt4C 
AMPUS ROUTE INFORMATION 
NORTH 
Sim - 10:00im 
5:00pm 
^^Hbklt APls.(l) 
i 
vjieiotoiie Apts.U; 
. 10-Ridge 1N. Enterprise 
-ide at Krogct's & 
Tht Woodland Mall, M-Th 6:O0p.r». - 9:45p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS ROUTE INFORMATION 
SOUTH 
Men -Thurs. 7:30am -10:00am 
Fri. 7:30- 5:00pm 
1. Education Building        5. High 4 Eighth 
2. TV StU 6. Campbell Hill Apli. 
3.High*S 7. Cloogh 4 Campbefl HID 
4. High.'. I. Ctagb A Mercer 
PHONE NUMBERS 
• Shuttle number 372-0236 
• Bus charter service available 
year round: 372-0236 
• Visitor Information 
Center: 372-2336 
E-Mail: bjim@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
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GIB to 
start 
intake 
process 
By Melissa Kimblcr 
Editor-in-Chid 
There's never just one way to 
get a job done. 
The Greek Independent Board, 
the governing body of Sigma 
I .unlxl.i Beta and Sigma lambda 
Gamma, has its own unique 
method of recruiting new mem- 
bership. 
The recruitment process for 
the GIB. called intake, relies on 
informational meetings rather 
than guided tours to attract stu 
dents. 
According to Keith Trevino. 
the board's president, the infor- 
mational sessions begin as very 
open and causual meetings. 
Active members of tlie fratemi 
ties and sororities discuss the dif- 
ferent aspects of brotherhood 
and sisterhood offered by thier 
chapter. They describe the new 
member educational process, 
fees, alumni networking and 
community service. The history 
and other facts about the organi- 
zation are also shared. The infor- 
mation sessions are open to any- 
one who is interested and take 
place twice a semester. 
Trevino said that a second 
information session is held later, 
and only once a semester. At the 
second informational session, 
potential new members are 
given a more in-depth presenta- 
tion on the process of becoming 
an active member. 
After the second information 
session, the potential new mem- 
ber schedules an interview with 
their prospecitve chapter's active 
members. 
Then, the active chapter mem- 
bers consider each candidate and 
decide whether or not to extend 
a formal invitation. Any candi- 
dates who are not chosen will be 
considered for the next semester. 
Information on when and 
where the intake process will 
occur will be posted on fliers dis- 
tributed throughout campus. 
JcffHindcnach/7Vtt»t*/ 
CARNIVAL QUESTIONS: Above: Tina Nitz, president of Alpha Xi Delta, flips through photo albums with a potential new member. Bck>w: A Zackh 
Kccton, member of Phi Kappa Tau, talks about the chapter's trophies and honors. Thirty chapters particpatcd in the Greek carnival. 
Recruiting efforts start early 
By Melissa Kimblcr 
Editor-in-Chief 
Bowling Green Greeks have 
abandoned the theory "if 
you build it. they will 
come." Instead, they're thinking 
strategy. 
"There's a marketing strategy that 
says you need to hit someone three 
times before they really compre 
hend that your message is some- 
thing worth paying attentiori to ... 
so everything we're doing is really 
hapening in threes." JeffWaple. for- 
mer associate director of Greek 
Affairs said. 
Efforts to recruit students began in 
January. A Greek Affairs marketing 
committee met weekly during the 
spring semester to plan programs to 
get the Greek word out. Their first 
task was the creation of a Greek Life 
brochure. 
"Tlie marketing piece is the pride 
and joy of the Greek Affairs market 
ing commitee." said Erin Fox. gradu 
ate advisor to the marketing commi- 
tee. 
"The brochure was about six 
months of brainstorming ideas, 
photography, layout, editing, edit- 
ing and re-editing." Vtople said. "It's 
a high-quality piece because it does- 
n't talk to anyone's specific recruit 
ment process. It has pictures of the 
entire community and it covers 
what we're really about, the four pil: 
lars—leadership, scholarship, com- 
munity service and brotherhood/sis 
terhood." 
Melissa Cavanaugh, vice presi 
dent of recruitment for the 
Panhellenic Council, handed out 
the brochures to incoming students 
at every orientation session this 
summer. The office of Greek Affairs 
had an information table present at 
all of the morning sessions and host- 
ed an uilcinii.iiion.il meeting every 
evening. 
During the evening informational 
See CARNIVAL, Page 16 
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MAKING A POINT: Nate Oshabcn of the Interfraternal Council stands to address the audience. IFC introduced the new recruitment process at their 
first meeting this year. IFC has altered the traditional method of recruiting men by adding a registration process and guided tours. 
IFG £oes formal 
Men try tour-style recruitment this fall 
By Melissa Kimbier 
Editor-in-Chief 
The University's Greek men are 
getting themselves in order. 
"Structured,'' is what Jeff Waple, 
former associate director of Greek 
Affairs, likes to call it. 
The Interfraternal Council is 
transforming fall recruitment into 
an organized process involving all 
12 of its member chapters. A col- 
laborative recniitment has never 
been attempted at the University, 
according to IFC Recruitment 
Chairman Jordan Ohler. 
The formal style recruitment 
will resemble the process the 
Panhellenic women use. 
Recniitment will span a two-week 
period and involve guided tours. 
Groups of interested men are 
asked to meet in their residence 
hall lobbies at 6 p.m. on Tuesday, 
Sept. 11. There, they will be met by 
a volunteer Greek man who will 
act as their recruitment guide. 
Recruitment guides will register 
men by taking their name, contact 
information and information 
about their high school grades and 
involvement. 
Once everyone is registered, the 
recruitment guide will begin lead- 
ing the group to each chapter. 
During the next three days, the 
men will visit each of the twelve 
fraternities with their guide. 
During the tours, the Greek affilia- 
tion of the guide is kept secret so 
that he can answer potential new 
members' questions without 
imposing bias. 
Recruitment groups will spend 
about 30 minutes with each chap- 
ter learning about their heritage 
and getting a sense of their person- 
ality. The IFC intends for cliapters 
to present their founding values 
and past accomplishments to pro- 
mote tlieir fraternity to potential 
new members. Because men will 
be attending 12 fraternity presen- 
tations. Ohler said, "Fraternities 
will need to make more clear and 
bold statements as to why |men| 
should join." 
"It's up to the chapters to put 
together a product that is mar- 
ketable. But, we're asking groups to 
lie honest and up front," Waple 
said. "You can see that done very 
well in Panhellenic recruitment: 
This is what it costs, these are your 
responsibilities . . . On the men's 
side, it's not always that honest" 
During the three presentation 
days, potential new members may 
only visit fraternity houses with 
recruitment tour groups. 
Fraternities are also prohibited 
from handing out bids during the 
formal process. 
"Once the recniitment process 
begins, chapters cannot give any 
invitations to membership. 
Beginning Sept 18, after they have 
had the chance to meet all of the 
men going through recniitment, 
cliapters can give out bids.'' Ohler 
said. 
Beginning Sept. 18. fraternity 
recruitment will resume its former, 
causal style where men can select 
which houses they want to revisit 
and go independently. 
"OnSept. 18and 19recniitrhent 
will resemble its old form." lie said. 
"Houses will have time set for guys 
See FORMAL, P»gc 12 
ABC's of 
Recniitment 
Active: fatJatfH?,)anieniberofan 
organization that has Ijeen fully initi 
ated and is considered in good status 
Bid: (noun) a formal invitation to 
joinachapter 
Bid Day: (noun) tlie day when 
Panhellenic chapters extend their 
invitations to membership. All 
cliapters deliver bids at the same 
time, using Rho Chis as messengers. 
Ceiling: (nowi) the number of 
members a chapter may liave after 
the recruitment process, as decided 
by the University. Cliapters may 
exceed their ceiling with quota, but 
are unable to have COB. 
C.O.B.: Continuous Open Bidding 
After the formal recruitment process 
is over, chapters who have not met 
tlieir ceiling may told events to 
informally recruit new members and 
to extend more bids. 
Initiation: (noun) A formal process 
inducting members into an organi- 
zation, giving them full rights and 
privileges. Most chapters require 
tlieir members to complete a new 
member education process before 
initiation. 
Intake: (noun) The process by 
which students meet and leam 
about the Greek Independent Board 
and National Pan-Hellenic chapters 
to select their house of membersliip. 
Intake is typically conducted as 
informal informational nights host- 
ed by the individual cliapters and a 
"Meet the Greeks Week." 
New Member tnowy An inrnvio- 
ual who has accepted a bid, but has 
not yet been fully initiated. 
Potential New Member (noun) 
An individual who is going through 
tlie recruitment process. 
Recruitment: (noun) The process 
by which students meet and leam 
about the Interfraternal and 
Panhellenic chapters to select their 
house of membership. Recruitment 
consists of guided tours to each of 
the chapters. 
Rho Chi: (noun) A Panhellenic 
member who de-affiliates from her 
chapter during recruitment to guide 
potential new members through the 
process. 
Quota: (noun) The number of bids 
a chapter is allowed to give. The 
quota is determined by dividing tlie 
number of girls going" through 
recruitment by the number of chap- 
ters accepting new members. 
Page 10 
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Zetas get housing from U. 
By Melissa Kimbler 
Editor-in-Chief 
Although sisters of Zeta Phi Beta 
have been at the University since 
1974. it's finally becoming their 
home. This fall, the National Pan- 
Hellenic sorority Zeta Phi Beta 
recieved on-campus housing at 609 
Reed St 
The white, one story house that 
sits north of Lot 7, will help "repre- 
sent our organization so we can 
become more known and more 
visual on campus, "junior psycholo- 
gy major and Zeta Phi Beta member 
Jess Turpin said. 
The Zeta Phi Betas have painted 
their letters in the front window of 
the house so passersby can note 
their presence. The letters, painted 
in Toyal blue, match the houses 
trim. 
"As a welcoming present, the 
Greek Affairs staff painted ihe trim 
of the house blue, their national 
color." said Jeff Waple, former asso- 
ciate director of Greek Affairs. 
"From working with the NPHC 
chapters, one of the things I found 
was that their colors are very impor- 
tant to them—very, very important 
to them," said Kristin Torrey. former 
NPHC advisor. 
Two weekends before classes 
began, the Greek Affairs staff spent a 
Sunday afternoon working on the 
house. 
"I think it's a good thing," said 
Katie Pitts, the Zeta Phi Beta house 
director. T didn't want to live in a 
red and white house." 
The houses exterior looks bright, 
but inside the house is still bare. The 
women are excited about transform- 
ing the house into a home. 
"Each member is going to donate 
something to the house, and we can 
decorate it anyway we want." said 
Pitts. 
The house has a maximum resi- 
dency of three people. It has an 
open area that doubles as a living 
room and a computer lab with 
equipment and furniture supplied 
by the University. 
Because the house is small, the 
See ZETA, Page 12 
JelTHindtnich/7VCW 
HOME SWEET HOME: Members of Zeta Phi Beta are housed on-campus for the first time since 1974. The 
Zetas can now eat meals, study and hold sisterhoods in the three-person residence on Reed Street. 
Independent students 
housed with Greeks 
By Melissa Kimbler 
Editor-in-Chief 
Due to a shortage of residence 
hall space and an increase in 
undergraduate enrollment, Greek 
students have been forced to sur- 
render some of their territory. 
Nearly 100 independent students 
are living in Greek housing this 
fall, according to former associate 
director of Greek Affairs, Jeff 
Waple. 
Greek students occupy 30 
University facilities, ranging from 
houses on and around campus, to 
dorm wings and dorm-style resi- 
dences. To deter chapters from 
leaving living space unfilled, the 
Office of Residence Life imposes a 
$ 1.851 fine per vacancy. However, 
lower-than-average memberships 
and the opportunity for upper- 
classmen to live off-campus has 
left some of the spaces unfilled. 
As a solution, the Office of 
Residence Life placed transfer stu- 
dents in the Sigma Lambda 
Gamma and Alpha Gamma Delta 
houses. The former Kappa Sigma 
residence is now fully inhabited by 
independent students. 
Abby Beachy, a sophomore 
transfer student, learned that she 
would be living in Sigma Lambda 
Gamma's sorority house only 
three days before moving in. 
"My first reaction was 'why? 
Why would they put me in a 
sorority house?" 
Mehgan Hoy. junior communi- 
cation disorders major and mem- 
ber of Alpha Gamma Delta, didn't 
know what to think either. She 
said. "When we first heard about it 
we thought it was not good—it's 
our house." 
But whether or not Greeks occu- 
py Greek housing isn't up to them. 
"We ask the groups to fill the 
facilities with their members. They 
have a housing contract with the 
See SHARING, Page 12 
Sigma Lamda Gammas 
find home on campus 
By Melissa Kimbler 
Editor-in-Chief 
Meliua Kimbler/'/'*, Gn*l 
MARKING TERRITORY: 
Shocking pink letters hang in the 
formal room of R8. R8 is the first 
residence of the chapter nationally. 
The University chapter of Sigma 
Lambda Gamma is making national 
history. 
The 15 members that comprise 
the Omicron chapter are the first 
Sigma Lambda Gammas ever to be 
housed at an on-campus location. 
"They gained housing because of 
Bowling Green State University's 
reputation as a strong Greek com- 
munity and a strong housing and 
development policy," Jeff Waple. 
former associate director of Greek 
Affairs, said. "We developed a policy 
for them with their national organi- 
zation. They are a pilot for all (Sigma 
Lambda Gamma) chapters nation- 
wide." 
This fall, eight Sigma Lambda 
Gamma members were placed in R8. 
the former Sigma Phi Epsilon house. 
R8 can accomodate up to 40 stu- 
dents, so the women are sharing the 
residence with female transfer stu- 
dents. The sorority sisters live 
together on the first floor. 
This was Sigma Lambda Gamma's 
second year applying for on-campus 
residency, according to Alexis 
DeAnda. the chapter's president. 
By the first day of classes, the 
women of Sigma Lambda Gamma 
had their shocking pink letters dis- 
played on the top of their west 
entrance. 
"We have lots of ideas for the 
house." DeAnda said. 
Sigma Lambda Gamma will now 
be able to hold weekly chapter meet- 
ings and rituals in the privacy of 
their own home. The house is also 
equipped with a computer lab. laun- 
dry facilities and lounge areas 
See GAMMA, Page 12 
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QUEEN CITY: Members of the Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity helped out in "Plunge Into the Streets," a day- 
long, 16-sitc service project that provided services around Cincinnati. 
Fraternity helps 
out Queen City 
ByJeffHindenadi 
Design Editor 
During their 2001 national confer- 
ence In Cincinnati this summer, the 
University Alpha Sigma Phis got to 
see 240 of their brotliers band togeth- 
er to help out the Cincinnati area. 
The fraternity partnered with the 
Greater Cincinnati Area United Way 
to participate In "Plunge Into the 
Streets." a day-long. 16-slte service 
project that provided services around 
Cincinnati 
"I worked at Mercy Franciscan St. 
John Social Service Food Bank 
preparing lunches for the homeless." 
Alpha Sigma Phi vice president Ty 
Foust said. 
Foust was Joined by Greg Amend. 
Jon Brooks. Matt Guggenblller, Josh 
Skolmowskl and Josh Wymer to rep- 
resent the University at the confer- 
ence. 
Along with helping the food bank, 
the brothers also assisted the 
Fairmont Children's Daycare, 
Memorial Community Center and 
the Drop-In Center for the Homeless. 
Services included entertaining the 
elderly, repairing facilities and serv- 
ing lunch 
Foust believes that the experience 
was a positive one for him and his 
fraternity brothers. 
"It's nice to do this kind of thing 
on a local level." Foust said. "But 
when you see 240 of your brotliers 
band together on a national level, it 
just makes you feel better about It." 
Greeks help with move-in 
By Melissa Kimbler and Niki Sams 
Gavel Staff  
The clear blue skies and sunshine 
didn't brighten Amy Pixler s task of 
carrying carloads of her belongings 
up the stairs of OfTenhauer East. 
The helping hand of a Greek stu- 
dent did. 
"They were lifesavers." Pixler, a 
freshman secondary education 
major, said. 
"We would have had too many 
trips without the help of the Greek 
students," Cindy Pixler. Amy's 
mother, said. 
On Aug. 25. 1.200 students from 
Greek and University organizations 
assisted the mass move-in of resi- 
dent students by helping families 
like the Pixlers move belongings 
into the dorms. A total of 3,790 
students were moved in on campus 
in less than eight hours, according 
to former associate director of 
Greek Affairs Jeff Waple. 
"It's a good opportunity to make 
the freshmen feel at home at BG. I 
wish we got this much help when 
we moved in," Matt Preston, 
sophomore accounting major and 
member of Delta Chi. said. 
Because of the large number of 
on-campus students, the move-in 
was also an effective way for Greeks 
to get their name out. 
See MOVE-IN, Page IS 
Students bike 
for charity 
By Melissa Kimbler 
Editor-in-Chiel 
"You don't think of Florida as hav- 
ing a lot of hills, but it does." Kevin 
Yania. junior political science major, 
said. Laughing and nodding he 
adds. "Trust me. it does'' 
Yania is a trustworthy spokesper 
son on Florida's landscape. He wit- 
nessed 850 miles of il from the seat 
of his Bianchi bike. Yania and his Pi 
Kappa Phi txuther Darren WlUtafnS 
spent 15 days as cyclists in Gear Up 
Florida. Pi Kappa Phi member Joe 
Boroi also participated in the event 
as a crewmember. 
Gear Up Florida was a 15-day. 850- 
mile quest to raise money for Push 
America Push America is a nonprof- 
it organization owned by the Pi 
Kappa Phi fraternity, and the only 
fraternity-owned nonprofit organi- 
zation, according to Yania 
Through ventures like Gear Up 
Florida and individual chapter phil- 
anthropies. Push America provides 
services and education to people 
with disabilities. 
Together, the 25 cyclists and six 
crewmembers generated over 
$50,000. Each Pi Kappa Phi member 
had to raise $1,500 in order to par- 
ticipate. 
To allow them ample time to 
fundraise and train for the ride, die 
cyclists and crewmembers were 
interviewed and selected three 
months before the event took place 
PUSH AMERICA FACTS 
Since 1977... 
... members of Pi Kappa Phi 
have raised over $7 million for 
Push America 
... 2000 members have 
helped to build accessible 
equipment during Give-a- 
Push Weekends and Push 
Camps at more than 200 sites. 
... nationally, over 700 mem- 
bers of Pi Kappa Phi have 
ridden bicycles across the US 
on cycling events. 
... thousands of volunteers 
have Joined Push America in 
its efforts to improve the lives 
in May. 
Once selected as cyclists. Yania 
and Williams started pedaling. 
Training wasn't that bad. Me and 
Darrell went to the Rec and we hit 
(lie bike trails We hit 30 miles on 
our longest ride. Then, the first day 
|of Gear Up Floridal we rode 100 
miles," he said. 
One hundred miles of biking 
under the Florida sun introduced 
some mental challenges Yania had 
n't expected. 
"They told us we could take a 
mountain bike and transfer it to 
road tires. 1 did, but because the tires 
were only 20 inches in diameter 1 
had to do more work than the oilier 
guys. My bike was heavier- a lot 
heavier. I was doing an average of 
three times more work." 
The additional weight slowed 
Yania's pace. Cyclists were required 
to ride an average of 20 mph to 
avoid being "racked" and having to 
finish the ride by automobile. On 
the first day, Yania only averaged 
about nine miles an hour 
"The hardest part was the moun- 
tain bike—but it was mental. 
Physically, I never had a problem. I 
was making it. but to be in the back 
of the pack was a mental challenge. 
Then 1 realized that where I was is 
not what matters; what matters is 
getting to the next destination." 
See BIKE, Page 15 
of those with disabilities 
... Gear Up Florida began in 
1997 and is modeled after 
Journey of Hope, a Pi Kappa 
Phi event that sends cyclists 
from San Francisco to 
Washington, D.C., to raise 
money for Push America 
The University chapter of Pi 
Kappa Phi will continue rais- 
ing money for Push America 
by holding a cage sit. At least 
one member ofthe fraternity 
will sit in a cage for 50 hours, 
from September 26-28. Last 
year the sit-in-raised $1,500 
for Push America 
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Continued from Page 10 
University." Waple said. "The 
University has the right to place 
non-chapter members onto the 
property." 
The Office of Residence Life cre- 
ates the policies. According to 
Waple. the independent students 
"are considered guests of the chap- 
ters. They must obey the rules and 
policies of the chapter in addition to 
the University's policies." This 
includes adhering to the alcohol free 
housing policy that all sororities and 
most fraternities follow 
Independent residents are allowed 
access to the University resources 
available in Greek housing, such as 
the computer labs and televiston 
lounges. The chapter's cook, howev- 
er, is off limits. The independent stu- 
dents were asked to purchase a 
University dining plan, like other 
resident students. 
"I'm happy here." said Beachy. 
"It's a pretty nice house and all the 
girls on my floor are great The 
rooms are pretty big and the sorority 
girls are nice. It turned out to be real- 
ly good." 
Andy DeVene. a sophomore trans- 
fer student, is also pleased with his 
living situation. DeVene discovered 
that he would be living in a former 
fraternity residence when he came to 
move in. "When I got the room 
assignment in the mail it said I was in 
a study lounge in Conklin North. 
They told me when I got here that I 
had been put in a former fraternity 
residence." 
DeVene and 39 other indepen- 
dent men now fill the former Kappa 
Sigma house, which the University 
calk Conklin D. 
"We're looking for a new name," 
said DeVene. The men have posted 
a "We need a name" poster for sug- 
gestions and are planning to vote on 
an identity. "We want to have some- 
thing to put on our building, like the 
fraternities have their letters." 
Because Conklin D is not inhabit- 
ed by a chapter, DeVene and his 
neighbors have free reign over the 
house. Non-chapter members who 
are sharing housing are not as liber- 
ated. The independent residents are 
asked to avoid the residence during 
rituals or chapter meetings. 
"We're not trying to segregate our- 
selves from the transfer students. 
We want them to be comfortable 
here. But, there are some situations 
when we will need our privacy," 
explains Alexis DeAnda. president of 
Sigma Lambda Gamma. 
"I can understand that," said 
Beachy. "It's perfectly okay with me 
to avoid certain rooms under certain 
circumstances." 
Hoy doesn't think chapter privacy 
will be a problem. 
"Once we met the girls, we found 
that they're really nice." she said. 
"And it must have been scary for 
them to move into a sorority house. 
But they're really open to it and it 
doesn't matter anymore who's 
Greek or not." 
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ZETA 
Continued from Page 10 
chapter will still hold its weekly 
meetings at another location. 
Sisterhoods and bonding activities, 
however will be enhanced by the 
house. 
"It'll be nice to have. Before we 
would have to go on retreats out- 
side of BG. Now we have another 
place that we can bond and not be 
interrupted," said Turpin 
Pitts agreesd and added that the 
house may help the fall intake 
process. 
"Now there will be a central place 
to find the Zetas." she said. "Before 
we were just around campus." 
GAMMA 
Continued from Page 10 
"We're going to plan special 
events with other Greeks and 
invite them over now that we have 
the capacity for it," said DeAnda 
DeAnda also has plans to use the 
house during the fall intake 
process. Intake will begin on Sept. 
17 with an information meeting at 
the house. 
"We're still looking for quality, 
not quantity," DeAnda said, "but 
the house will help our recruiting 
efforts in the long run. It will let 
people know that we are here." 
The Omicron chapter of Sigma 
Lambda Gamma has been at the 
University since 1995. 
Sigma Lambda Gamma aims to 
empower women and promote 
culture through education, service 
and social interaction. The sorority 
was founded on the principles of 
academics, cultural awareness, 
social interaction, morals and 
ethics and community service. 
FORMAL 
Continued from Page 9 
to come over and just hang out 
and have food. It will be more laid 
back on Sept. 18 and 19." 
While the second week of 
recruitment may be less stressful, 
Ohler believes that the guided 
tours will make fraternal recruit- 
ment more successful. 
"Now every man will see every 
house, and every house will see 
every man." he said "IFC really 
believes that there is a house on 
this campus for every man. Under 
the old method, you didn't have to 
go to all the houses.   Guys were 
turned off by one house and dis- 
carded the whole idea of being 
Greek." 
Waple and Ohler both say that 
formal male recruitments are 
becoming more common. 
"It's becoming the norm," 
Waple said "At Illinois State 
University 300 men go through 
and it works. We've created the 
structure: now it's up to the chap- 
ters to get [nx'iil into the recruit- 
ment process. Every chapter has to 
do that. They can't rely on the big- 
ger chapters. They all have to have 
their eyes on the prize." 
"Lots of Universities are trying it 
with a lot of success." Ohler said. 
"We'll have to watch and wait." 
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THE GAVEL STAFF 
APPLICATION 
INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD ON SEPTEMBER 14 AND 16 
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 12 AT 5:00. 
PLEASE CONTACT MELISSA @ 353-3280 OR MLKiMBLERfeAOL.coM WITH QUESTIONS. 
L NAME         
2. TELEPHONE NUMBER 
EMAIL  
2.  □ Freshman     □ Sophomore     □ Junior     □ Senior (Dec/May grad) 
4. Major  
3. POSITION APPLYING FOR 
Executive: 
□ Assistant Editor 
□ Chief Copy Editor 
□ Design Editor 
□ Photo Editor 
□ Public Relations Director 
Staff: 
□ Writer 
LI    Copy Editor 
LI     Designer 
□ Photographer 
□ Public Relations 
ART 
BUILDING 
T HIS 
YEAR.. 
I IS 
LIKE 
HAV- 
ING 
YOUR 
OWN 
MUSEUM 
ON 
CAMPUS. 
5. Please list any experience that is relevant to the position fow which 
you are applying. (Submitting a resume is also acceptable) 
6. Why do you want to work for The GaveB 
7. Identify at least one criticism of The Gavel ot one thing that you 
would like to see The Gave/change or improve. 
8. List three story ideas for The Gavel 
9. What are your time commitments for Fall semester 2001? 
10. What time(s) are you available for an interview on Friday, 
September 14 or Sunday, September 16? 
*************** 
STAIN GLASS 
GLASS BLOWING 
PAINTING 
SCULPTURE 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
GRAPHIC 
DESIGN 
COMPUTER ART 
FABRIC 
DRAWING 
AND MORE.... 
Please return to: Melissa Kimblcr 
202 West HalL, BGSU 
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CAMPUS FEST: 
The Office of C-iipus Involcmcnt, 
Undergraduate Student 
Government, Latino Student Union 
and University Activities 
Organization sponsored an all-cam- 
pus festival in front of University 
Hall Friday, Sept. 7. The festival 
featured a picnic lunch provided by 
Dining Services and 125 booths 
representing student organizations. 
Campus groups offered information 
and the chance to win prizes 
throughout the day. Entertainment 
ranged from guest speakers to musi- 
cal perfromances. 
JtfHindemch/TbGftW 
PROUD MEMBERS: 
The brothers of the Interfratcrna] 
chapter Sigma Phi Epsilon dis- 
played their honors at Campus Fest. 
Greek chapters had the opportunity 
to showcase their awards and photo 
albums throughout the day 
Chapter members were also avail- 
able to answer recruitment ques- 
tions. 
Greeks excel at 
Campus Fest 
JefT Hindtncich/'/V Gavtl 
TAKE A CHANCE: 
The Panhcllenic sisters of Delta 
Gamma had a game of ring toss set 
up at their Campus Fest booth. 
Some fraternities and sororities set 
up games for students to play as 
they walked to class. Greek organi- 
zations were dispersed throughout 
the fair. All four councils were rep- 
resented at Campus Fest. 
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BIKE 
Continued from Page 11 
The cyclists zigzagged from city 
to city, stopping at disability camps 
to interact with people. They 
began their rides about 6 a.m. each 
morning and continued until 
about 4 p.m. The cyclists took 
intermissions from riding by visit- 
ing disability camps. 
"One day we'd be at a camp full 
of kids and they would all jump on 
you and try to wrestle you. And 
the next day we'd be somewhere 
for elderly people. It was amazing 
the different people and facilities 
throughout Florida that are bene- 
fiting from the organization," said 
Yanla. 
Yania also said that visiting the 
camps made him "push myself 
past limits I never thought 1 
could." He said, "Once we got to 
the Push camps, the kids would 
jump up and tackle you. and you 
just can't say no." 
After spending hours playing 
with kids— the Gear Up Florida 
cyclist's break—they had to pedal 
to their next destination where 
they could sleep. 
Rest came to the cyclists around 
9 p.m. on a gymnasium floor. "A 
lot of Catholic schools donated 
gym space, so we stayed on gym 
floors most of the time. The kids 
would just gawk at us. It was kind 
of cool." 
As a member of the crew team, 
Boroi didn't spend as much time 
napping on the gymnasium floors 
as Yania and Williams. Tlie crew 
had to rise about 4:30 a.m. every 
day to prepare the bike course. 
They traveled the course in four L 
series wagons donated by Saturn 
The crew basically "acted as 
chauffeurs," Yania explained. 
"Ttiey were responsible for provid- 
ing water and food and directing 
the cyclists through turns." Safety 
was also a big issue, he said. 
In .addition to the southern sun 
and weary muscles, the cyclists 
had to combat Florida's unpredict- 
ed elements. On the route from 
Miami to Tallahassee, the cyclists 
ran into forest fires. 
"They were northeast about 60 
miles and ash kept coming down 
on us. It was just one of those 
days." Yania said. 
Enduring the miles, muscle 
aches and terrain created a broth- 
erhood between the men, accord- 
ing to Yania. 
"We were all Pi Kappa Phis, but 
mostly you didn't know anyone. 
But after that experience it's like a 
whole other chapter." he said. 
Yania hopes to stay involved 
with the Gear Up Florida mission 
by working as a member of the 
crew next year. "I eventually want 
to do Journey of Hope." he said, 
journey of Hope, the inspiration 
for Gear Up Florida, is Push 
America's bike-a-thon from San 
Francisco to Washington. D.C. 
The cross-country journey 
sounds ominous. Yania admits. 
But. he says. "I also didn't think I 
was capable of doing what I did." 
PANHELL RECRUITMENT UNDERWAY 
MOVE-IN 
Continued from Page 11 
"We like helping others... and in 
the end we're helping ourselves," 
Kyle Moore, a senior sports medi- 
cine major and member of Phi 
Sigma Kappa, said. 
Between lugging carloads of 
belongings into the residence 
halls. Greek students handed out 
fliers and information on the 
recruitment process. They were 
also available to answer questions 
about Greek life. 
"It was a long day." Jordan 
Ohler. recruitment chair for the 
Interfratemal Council, said. "But I 
think we can benefit by having a 
good first impression on students. 
We let them see first-hand some of 
the community service and the 
good things we do on campus." 
$25 Eye Exam 
•Phis 40% Off Any Frame!; 
873-1184 ! 
26597 N. Dixie Hwy (near Churchill's in Perrysburg) ^  , 
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Nick Hurm/7»< C<W 
RHO CHIS LEAD THE WAY: A group of potential new members stand outside the Alpha Phi house, 
waiting for their time to enter. The women needed the chance to dry out after Friday's rain shower. 
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^^^^    CONGRATULATIONS TO KA BROTHERS   ^^^^ 
,y^^                  ON THE MARSHALL AWARD                 ^^^* 
Welcome Back! 
Join The Newlove Family! 
• Undergraduate Housing! 
• Graduate & Professional Housing! 
•No Parental Guarentee Needed! 
'Professional Management Team! 
'Pets Permitted in Some Rentals! 
Stop by our office in Novemer for a copy of our 2002-2003 
Housing Guide and we willl go through the brochure with you to 
find you the ideal home! 
- 
NEWLOVE RENTALS 
332 S. MAIN ST. (our only office) 
352-5620 
www.newloverealty/nrentals.com   emailinewlol@dacor.net 
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CARNIVAL 
Continued from Page 8 
sessions incoming students and par- 
ents were able to ask questions about 
being Greek 
"People had been sitting in pre- 
sent.)! ions all day st) we put together 
a program in a casual setting where 
real people could talk about stuff." 
Cavanaugh said. "Wfe addressed 
everything from recruitment to 
housing and hazing— whatever 
they wanted to talk about." 
Panhell sent reminders about 
jecniitment and thank you cards to 
students who registered at the sum- 
mer sessions. And just in case they 
forgot. Greek students were the first 
thing they saw when they arrived on 
Aug. 25. 
"Move-in is a lot about exposure." 
said Waple. The 700 Greek students 
who reside on campus were asked to 
help new and returning students 
move their bek)ilgings into the dorms. 
"We like helping others ... and in 
the end we're helping ourselves." 
. Kyle Moore, a senior sports medicine 
major and member of Phi Sigma 
Kappa, said. 
Greek students were also able to 
use the mass move-in to advertise 
for tlie Greek carnival, considered 
one of the biggest hits the marketing 
commitee used to attract tiew stu- 
dents On Aug 29, Greeks took 
advantage of trie large volume of 
bookstore traffic and hosted a fair 
style information session. 
The event featured 30 chapter 
information tables. DJ'd music, and 
free beverages provided by Pepsi. A 
$50 gift certificate to the University 
lxx>kstore was raffled off to students 
who visited every chapter. All four 
Greek councils were represented at 
the event. 
"We wanted to create a high pro- 
file event to introduce Greek life 
early in the school year," Fox said. 
"It was a way for Greeks to get out of 
their comfort zone and meet new 
students early on, instead of just 
coming out of their houses for one 
week during recruitment and hiding 
away the rest of the winter 
"It was also fortunate that the 
attention was focused on the chap- 
ters- 
Chapters were able to give stu- 
dents a glimpse of their individuali- 
ty at the carnival. Each house had a 
table where interested students 
could talk to members and leaf 
through photo albums. A registra- 
tion table also allowed students to 
sign up for the formal Interfratemal 
or Panhell processes. Students were 
also able to sign up for more infor- 
mation on the National Pan- 
Hellenic and Greek Independent 
intake processes. 
"At least 50 to 100 people have 
registered since I've been here." Rho 
Chi Neeley said near the end of her 
2-hour shift. As a Rho Chi—a 
recruitment counselor—Neeley s 
Panhell affiliation must remain a 
secret until after the formal recruit- 
ment process. Remaining anony 
mous helps Neeley and other Rho 
Chis to answer potential new mem- 
bers' questions without imposing 
any bias. 
Students who didn't register for 
recruitment were offered another 
chance to do so in front of the 
Education Building Septmeber 4—7. 
Two Rho Chis manned a Panhell 
recruitment table during the daylight 
hours to take last minute signups 
and answer questions. 
"So far we've had over 200 
women sign up." said Cavanaugh. 
"I really hope that every woman 
that goes through the process has an 
experience that they enjoy and 
keeps an open mind. I hope tliat 
everyone who goes through recruit- 
ment remembers that you get out of 
it what you put into it." 
COUNCILS 
Continued from Page 3 
letter organizations at BGSU." 
The officers of the NPHC are: 
Norme'a Banner, President 
Jessica Turpin, Vice President 
Quinton Ward. Treasurer 
Darryl Russell, Secretary 
Claudette Williams, 
Parliamentarian 
Panhellenic Council 
Panhell strives to promote com- 
munity service involvement in a 
unified manner. The organization 
governs   13   sororities   at   the 
University and offers the chance to 
expand women's leadership. 
The council is very close." said 
Rachael Fogle, the Panliell presi 
dent. "It really shows what being 
Greek is. A chapter is home, but 
the community is the icing on the 
cake." 
Fogle also said the council lias 
lots of goals in  mind for this 
semester. Namely, they would like 
to "compose a new constitution, 
provide a good representation of 
the Greek community and work 
on MGCA awards." 
Fogle also has plans to revamp 
chapter philanthropies to attract 
more participants and work more 
closely with the councils. 
According to Fogle. the 
Panhellenic theme for this semes- 
ter is "Putting the unity in the 
community." 
The leaders of the Panhellenic 
Council are: 
President, Rachael Fogle 
Vice President of Methods, Katie 
Rodenberg 
Vice President of Recruitment. 
Melissa Cavanaugh 
Vice President of New Members. 
Tara Tiemey 
Vice President of Scholarship. 
Marie Brewer 
Chief Administrator. Lindsay 
Jarrctt 
Treasurer, Kristin Simians 
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
(In the Student Services Building) 
Conveniently located on campus! 
Large Selection of BGSU Clothing 
Used and New Textbooks 
• SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE 
■ CHILDRENS BOOKS 
• BEST SELLERS 
• STUDY AIDS 
• PAPERBACKS 
• MAGAZINES 
• CALCULATORS 
• BGSU CLOTHING 
• ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
• FILM & DEVELOPING 
• GREETING CARDS 
• BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS 
• HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS 
•GIFTS 
Be sure to visit the Falcon Locker Room tents at the BGSU Home Football 
Games. Your source for the official Falcon Sideline Wear. 
PHONE:  372-2851 
Book Information and Software: 372-7782 and 372-7783 
Art Supplies: 372-7784 
email: bookstor@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Store Hours: 8:00 - 6:00 Mon.-Thurs. 
8:00 - 5:00 Frl. 
9:00 - 5:00 Sat. 
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